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Abstract 

As new technology becomes dynamically changing, human beings should struggle for this 

change either to accept or reject. Cloud computing is the consumption of information and 

communications technology (ICT) over the internet from the pooled resource center. It uses 

the concept “everything a service” and very fast-emerging technology for web-based 

service migration. Business organizations need to use this technology in order to survive 

and become competent in the market. The emerging technologies always come up with 

opportunities and challenges that despite the benefits. The focus of most researchers is 

technical aspects of cloud service framework that not leads to an adequate solution for 

adaptation. Therefore, an adaptation of the cloud computing service framework requires a 

critical investigation of challenges and related issues. 

The purpose of this research is to analysis the most challenging factors to adapt cloud 

computing services framework in Ethiopia, and propose an appropriate framework and 

evaluate it. The mixed research methods were used (Qualitative and Quantitative), 

interview used to gather qualitative, questionnaire and observation used for quantized data. 

The research methodologies used in this research, are a Literature review, current state 

analysis, conducting a survey, Framework development, and Evaluation. 

The analysis result indicates that complexity, compatibility, Top management support, 

professional fit or capacity, innovative ideas, and relativeness advantages are positive 

challenges (factors). However, infrastructure, Governmental policy, Top management 

aware of cloud benefits, security issues and absence of competitors are negative factors for 

adapting cloud computing service framework.  

Based on the research finding, adopting a cloud computing service adaptation framework 

by considering local factors is very important. In addition, it increases performance by 

decreasing response time and Data Center average processing time at the same cost. 

Suggestion and recommendation as bases for future researchers further investigation stated 

in detail. 

Keywords: Cloud Computing, TOE and DOI Framework, Cloud Computing Service 

Adaptation Framework. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

 Introduction  

     1.1 Background of the Study  

Cloud computing is a flexible, cost-effective and proven delivery platform that provides IT 

services over the Internet to businesses or consumers under one umbrella.  Cloud resources 

can be rapidly deployed and easily scaled, with all processes, applications, and services 

provisioned “on-demand,” regardless of user location or device. Mostly cloud computing 

service is an “on-demand” service where customers or users pay for service they utilized. 

When considering a move to cloud computing, customers must have a clear understanding 

of the standards, potential security benefits and risks associated with cloud computing, and 

set realistic expectations with their cloud provider.  

 

Figure 1. NIST Cloud Definition Framework [1]. 

Consideration must be given to the different categories of services and how those services 

are utilized or consumed regardless of standards and regulations. Regulations are rules that 

govern the accessibilities of sensitive data according to organizational or providers' set of 

standards. 

The terms of services that users utilize according to their preference are described in service 

level agreement that concerned with service standards and how regulatory compliance can 
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be solved based on agreements and standards, which push businesses to comply with these 

standards and regulations depending on their service type. Regulatory compliance is 

assured when a company or organization obeys the laws, regulations, guidelines, and 

specifications that apply to its business or services that align local regulation with 

international regulation and standards. 

The bottom line of cloud computing service compliance is the security issue and 

compliance is the general principle that cloud-delivered services or systems must confirm 

with e-transaction, e-commerce laws in line with international standards. Ethiopia adapted 

these laws along with digital Signature law and data protection law [2]. Ethiopia has also 

imported very comprehensive data surveillance equipment that will enable filtering of what 

is considered “undesirable content”. 

Even it is debate full point; enter into cloud services has many advantages, such as mobility, 

scalability, universal access, easy metering, convenience to monitor and billing motivation 

of services and other vital tools for the advancement of the modern digital world. However, 

besides these advantages, there are some issues and challenges to incorporate standards 

and regulatory compliance for protecting sensitive data. The challenge is not only 

protecting sensitive data but also adopting cloud standards and regulations to countries rule 

and regulation is the bottleneck issue, which requires more consideration [3].  

These challenges need more attention, which users and service provider’s faces because of 

the following different reasons,  

 Country cross border regulation, (Transaction). 

 Foreign currency exchange( governmental policy),  

 Local infrastructure such as internet connection, electricity facility especially in the 

rural parts of the country, which facilitates interaction between cloud customers and 

cloud service providers.  

The other and critical issue in cloud computing is related to security and data (information) 

loss that most customers and vendors are suffered.  

So this study is focused on the challenges that hinder cloud computing service framework 

adaptation in Ethiopia, and develop an appropriate framework for more critical among 

those challenges. Different researchers were deal with framework that incorporated 
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security mechanisms in the cloud area and try to contribute the way of minimizing the 

security risk in cloud computing and web-based services.  Cloud computing services 

included different components. The development of any cloud-computing framework, 

which contains these different components. The components may vary according to the 

requirements of organization for which the framework is developed. The following 

diagram shows the common components of cloud computing services [taken from AWS 

service document]. 

 

Figure 2 Cloud Computing Service Components. 

The most powerful attribute of cloud characteristics is the speed and simplicity with which 

pools of resources can be fixed and flexibly configured.  In addition, reconfigured to match 

cloud-computing requirements. Challenges that customers or service providers face are 

range according to their order of significance.  

In this study, a thorough literature review of factors, challenges, and opportunities to 

consider for adapting Cloud services according to standards and regulations was 

conducted. Analyzing these factors/challenges and measuring their significance will help 
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to adapt cloud services within a government data centers according to standard and 

conformity of compliance regulation.   

  1.2. Motivation of the Study  

Cloud computing becomes the destination for many high scale computation jobs and for 

any computing environment. Currently, the technology-forcing large computational 

requirements through well-organized and distributed resources rather than using stand-

alone high capacity resources (servers). These all-computing resources are based on users' 

service demands. This makes cloud computing convenient to the customers and shows 

radical divers toward this computing industry.  

In Ethiopia, there are many challenges either technical or organizational that hinder the 

users from accessing services from cloud resources. For example, there are lot software 

that provided by different vendors company such as Amazon Web services, Microsoft 

Azure, Google Cloud, and many others for online sales, however, for the different reason; 

we cannot get such access of services. The other thing is, there is no local cloud computing 

service framework adaptation to facilitate service migration. 

 To purchase any other products or services, it requires an online financial transaction using 

international visa cards and other related payment mechanisms. However, in our country 

such as visa card is not eligible. The other problem is local technical problems concerned 

with infrastructure facilitation, such as poor broadband connection, electric power 

fluctuation, even this poor infrastructure facility is not cover most area of the country. In 

order to minimize this problem, considering the local aspect and relate to worldwide is 

important. Generally, the impacts of cloud computing service access is the indicator that 

shows how small and to what extent we are benefited, so it is the major motivation to 

launch this research work. 

1.3. Statement of the Problem  

Rapidly advancement of technology from day to day, changes the way governmental 

organizations, private organizations, individuals and others. Organizations should run and 

handle their businesses; through internet-based service delivery within a facility of 
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communication with each other all around the globe.  Their services pooled to the new era 

of service called cloud computing, where access is demand-based.  However, there are 

challenges that people or organizations face, in order to enter into this new era. Make a 

decision to adapt the cloud computing service framework to their business is very 

challenges. The decision to adapt cloud computing or new technologies for that matter is 

always based on experts’ experiences, vendors' recommendations, or word-of-mouth, 

without prior pre-adoption analysis to determine whether that particular technology meets 

the strategic goal of the organization or not [5]. The dynamic change of technology has a 

great impact on adapting cloud service according to the standard that complies with local 

and international regulatory compliance. 

Cloud computing, as the latest technology that all service providers are adapting with their 

business or services, comes with its own advantages and challenges. Therefore, in order to 

avoid confusion, loss of information, lack of conformity of service standards and 

regulations fear of decision-makers to adapt this technology with standards and service 

level compliance. The other most challenges those vendors and customer faces is that, 

before any research is conducted to determine the factors that influence adaptation and 

suggest a solution, they try to adapt based on their previous experience. Therefore, a study 

of the factors that influence the adaptation of cloud computing service must be conducted 

before actually implementing it. There are many problems in our country regarding cloud 

service accessibilities, some of these problems are; 

 Awareness of people about cloud computing and its benefit is very low 

 There are no facilities of cloud services that implemented in local  

 It is difficult to access from abroad, even impossible 

 There is no cloud computing service framework that was adopted either for general 

or specific service  

 Ethiopian digital policy by itself difficult to implement this and others a lot of 

problems exists   

So this study first, focused on identifying challenges that affect the adaptation of cloud 

service standards conformity with regulatory in Ethiopia such as (Technical, 

Technological, Organizational, Environmental, Human, Socio-political aspects and others) 
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in order to improve the understanding of all participants before deciding to move to the 

cloud.  

The general aim of the research is to solve the problem of accessing cloud-computing 

services from abroad by developing cloud computing service adaptation that considers 

local aspects with respect to the world. Generally, the research is aimed to answer some 

questions that those discussed later. 

    1.4. Research Question  

At the end, the research is aimed to answer the following questions, 

RQ1. What are the existing challenges to the Adaptation of cloud computing service 

framework Ethiopia context? 

RQ2. How to handle these challenges to facilitate and manage data movements in a cloud-

computing environment? 

RQ3.What criteria used to evaluate the proposed framework and, why it necessary to adapt 

a cloud computing service framework locally? 

RQ4. What mechanism used to design new approaches that allow/enable the regulation of 

cloud services that align with national policy?   

   1. 5. Objectives  

         1.5.1. General Objectives  

The general objective of this research is to develop a cloud computing service framework 

that facilitates cloud service migration in Ethiopia. 

       1.5.2. Specific Objectives 

The specific objectives of this study described as follows.  

 To assess cloud computing service that previously adapted in Ethiopia.  

 Assessing potential users and their satisfaction regards cloud service if they get any 

as standard. 

 Assessing and identifying potential challenges that users or customers faced to enter 

cloud-computing services and analyze the level of challenges. 
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 Develop appropriate cloud service framework  

 Evaluate the proposed framework. 

   1.6. Scope and Limitations 

        1. 6.1. Scope 

The main objective of this research is to identify the key challenges and propose the 

framework as a solution to the challenges or factors that affect the adaptation of cloud 

computing standards and regulations. There are nine states and two cities administration 

in Ethiopia; however, the study should be focused on only two selected state data centers, 

and a national ICT data center. Depending on this selected area, the study is to explore the 

factors or challenges, selecting among the factors, which are most challenged to adapt 

cloud computing service framework. After identifying the factors, by using the analysis 

results as input, the appropriate cloud service framework developed. 

The framework developed is not domain specific, because most domain specific 

frameworks are for specific organizations. In addition, it developed by considering that 

organizations requirements (rules and regulations). Therefore, the framework developed 

here is for general domain, which can be simple customized to specific organizations, 

company etc.. 

        1.6.2. Limitation  

The limitation of this study is focused only on two selected state and one national data 

center; it will not assess all states and cites administration individually. It is to assess 

challenges to adaptation cloud computing standards and regulations for decision-makers 

from the selected areas (selected two states among nine states of Ethiopia and national level 

data center). The same problem may exist at all levels of the rest regions and city 

administrations.  The future researchers can investigate the same problems or challenges 

in all others left states and cities administration further. 

Currently, there is no international or national payment mechanism to show the 

effectiveness of the framework by using any simulation. To implement these there is no 

clear governmental policy regard the digital technology market. 
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     1. 7. Application of Results/ Significance of the research  

Any research is measured by its significance, which contributes or adds a feasible solution 

to societies in general or particular. This will helps Ethiopians both customers or decision-

makers and vendors (service providers) to their decision for adopting cloud services or 

framework according to the conformity with standard and regulation align it with their 

business profitability target. Not only that it helps Governments also, to provide services 

to the Ethiopian citizens and others by revising the policy that bottlenecks for cloud service 

movement or migration according to international and other countries' policies. 

Many literature reviews show that most of the researches in cloud computing is focused on 

technical aspects of cloud, while it shows that there is a gap in literature among business 

or organizational aspects of cloud [5]. Therefore, this research is focused to minimize these 

gaps by investigating the most powerful factors that bring difficulties for business as well 

as organizational and develops a suitable framework to minimize challenges. 

Also, focus to increase the understanding of both customers and vendor’s factors that 

affects their decision regarding the service they provide for vendors and what they utilize 

for users. To select the better framework for their services along with service standards and 

regulatory compliances.  

Generally, all end users those consume cloud services benefited by accessing service 

locally without face challenge with what they has in their hand. They not face challenges 

as previous regard cash transfer for payment process of service consumed. 

 

     1.8. Organization of the Thesis  

The rest of this thesis organized under seven chapters. The first chapter, as shown above, 

describes the overview research background, including introduction, detail description of 

problem statements, the objective of the researches, scope, and limitation. In addition, the 

significance of the research and this part of the organization is included. 

Chapter Two gives the Theoretical framework on the cloud computing area in general and 

the cloud computing service framework in particular. It focuses on referring different 
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literature review on cloud computing and related work to cloud computing service 

framework adaptation 

Chapter Three:-it deals with research methodology and design. It includes data collection 

process, tools or software used for analysis and its results, conceptual framework used for 

data collection and discussion about analysis results. 

 Chapter Four is focused on the design of the proposed framework, and it deals with the 

proposed framework and description, detail design, algorithm and flow chart for the 

implementation process. 

Chapter Five: - deal with the implementation and evaluation process of the designed 

framework. Chapter Six deals with the results of evaluations and detail discussion on the 

result achieved. 

The finally, Chapter Seven which deals with the conclusion of the all work, 

Recommendation and future work suggested for further investigation. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

 Literature Review and Related Works 

         2.1. Cloud Computing Definition 

The first concepts of cloud computing and its project starts during 2006 in Google company 

and the project called “Google 101” [6]. After while the development of such concepts and 

related projects accepted rapidly over the world since then. Cloud computing, often 

referred to as simply “the cloud,” is the delivery of on-demand computing resources 

everything from applications to data centers over the internet on a pay-for-use basis. 

Generally, Cloud Computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network 

access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources such as networks, servers, 

storage, applications, and services. The resources can rapidly be provisioned and released 

with minimal management effort by deploying Information Technology (IT) infrastructure 

and services over the network. The definition comprised as follow. Cloud computing offers 

access to multiple services via the internet, with only a minimum of client resources 

required. Cloud providers offer a complete range of applications, data storage solutions, all 

the processing power the client needs and strict security protocols for high information 

safety.  

In cloud computing QoS and SLA items to be guaranteed end-to-end (the totality of server 

storage and network) [8], [10]. In addition, security requirements should be considered in 

two ways: 

 Requirements for cloud systems (data confidentiality, placement of data, tracking 

and monitoring illegal actions, measures against DoS/malware, etc.) 

 Requirements that involve coordination between the cloud and terminals, 

The cloud users are able to access every type of software without installing on their own 

devices and only needing a simple network browsing application [10], [11]. This concept 

only is seen as a significant upgrade to the client’s capabilities without the effort of 

investing in infrastructure, software licenses and the costs of having employees. 
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2.2 Characteristics of Cloud Computing  

In the early stage of cloud computing, two primary standards organizations have developed 

terms and definitions for cloud computing. They are US government-based National 

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the non-governmental International 

Organization for Standardization (ISO). Their definition is comprised of “Cloud 

computing: Paradigm for enabling network access to a scalable and elastic pool of 

shareable physical or virtual resources.  Examples of resources include servers, operating 

systems, networks, software, applications, and storage equipment, with self-service 

provisioning and administration on-demand.” According to these two organizations and 

Sun Microsystems, Inc, cloud services exhibit the following six essential characteristics 

that demonstrate their relation to, other different, traditional computing approaches.  In 

addition, another researcher Mrs. Alemayehu Aberu, mention those characteristics as 

following in his research titled “A Cloud Computing Framework for Ethiopian Banking 

Industry” [9], [10, [11]. 

    On-demand Self-service: A consumer can utilize any provision computing resources 

such as server time and network storage as needed automatically, without requiring humans 

to interfere with a service provider. The consumption of resources not requiring a long-

term contract with a service provider, instead, clouds work on a needed model where an 

application may exist to run a job for a few minutes or hours, where vendors provide 

services to customers on a time-required basis. 

            Broad network access:  Cloud computing resources are available over the 

interconnected network and accessed through standard and regulation that facilitate and 

promote use by heterogeneous platforms. The platforms used for access services are; 

mobile laptops, phones, and PDAs as well as other traditional or cloud-based software 

services 

 Business organizations can make different applications available to their internal and 

external customers through virtual storage using web-based interfaces. When 

appropriately architected and deployed, Internet service delivery can provide the flexibility 

and security required by enterprises or organizations of all sizes. 

           Measured Service: Cloud services are metered delivery, such that its usage can be 

monitored, controlled, reported, and billed. This is an important feature needed for the 
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optimization and validation of the delivered cloud service. The focus of this key 

characteristic is that customers only pay for the resources that they use and billing is pay 

per use condition, in which customer pays only for the consumed amount of services. From 

the customers' perspective, cloud -computing offers the users value by enabling a switch 

from low efficiency and asset utilization model to a high-efficiency one.  

   Resource Pooling:  Cloud resources are pooled in such a way that service provider's 

physically or virtually divided resources in order to serve one or more cloud service 

customers. The focus point of cloud services characteristic is that the cloud service 

providers support multi-tenancy while at the same time using a high level of abstraction. 

The abstracting process is to mask the complexity of the process from the customer. From 

the customers’ perspective, all they know is that the service works, while they generally 

have no control or knowledge over how the resources provided or where the resources are 

located. However, there are offloads time to some of the customers’ original workloads, 

such as maintenance requirements, to the provider [9], [10], [11]. Even with this level of 

abstraction, it should be pointed out that users might still be able to specify location at a 

higher level of abstraction (e.g., country, state, or datacenter).  

             Rapid Elasticity and Scalability: Cloud allows the dynamic integration and 

extraction of physical or virtual computing resources. Cloud services physically or virtually 

are available for provisioning, often appear to be unlimited and can be purchased in any 

quantity at any time per demand-based and it is subject to constraints of Service Level 

Agreements (SLA). Elasticity is an essential core feature of cloud systems and 

circumscribes the capability of the underlying infrastructure to adapt to changing [11]. This 

cloud capability allows users, to create an elastic environment that can expand and contract 

based on the workload and target performance parameters. In general, it assumed that 

changes in the resource infrastructure need to be announced first to the middleware 

manager and then such changes could be maintained automatically. 

          Multi-Tenancy and Virtualization: It is the characteristics that physical or virtual 

resources are distributed in a way that multiple occupants, where their computations and 

data are isolated and isolated from another. Characteristically, within the context of multi-

tenancy, the group of cloud service users that form a tenant will all belong to the same 

customer organization. There might be cases where the group of cloud service users 
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involves users from multiple different cloud service customers, particularly in the case of 

public cloud and community cloud deployments [11, 12]. However, a given cloud service 

customer organization might have many different tenancies with a single cloud service provider 

representing different groups within the organization.  

In other cases, virtualization is an essential technological characteristic of clouds, which 

hides the technological complexity from the user and enables enhanced flexibility (through 

aggregation, routing, and translation) [10],[11],[12]. More concretely, virtualization 

supports the following features: 

 Ease of use: Through hiding, the complexity of the infrastructure (including 

management, configuration, etc.) virtualization can make it easier for the user to 

develop new applications, as well as reduces the overhead for controlling the 

system. 

 Infrastructure independency: in principle, virtualization allows for higher 

interoperability by making the code platform-independent. 

 Flexibility and Adaptability: by exposing a virtual execution environment, the 

underlying infrastructure can change more flexible according to different 

conditions and requirements (assigning more resources, etc.). 

 Location independence: services can be accessed independently of the physical 

location of the user and the resource. 

   2.3 Cloud Service and Deployment Models 

        2.3.1 Service Models 
There are three types of cloud computing service models, these [11], [12]: 

Software as a Service (SaaS): It the capability that cloud computing provided customers 

to use the vendor’s applications running on a cloud infrastructure. The applications are 

accessible from various client devices through any appropriate Web browsers, where these 

web browsers are always interfaced, through which users can access the services (e.g., web-

based email). The consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure 

including network, servers, operating systems, storage, or even individual application 

capabilities, with the possible exception of limited user-specific application configuration 

settings.  
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        Platform as a Service (PaaS): The capability provided to the consumer is to deploy 

onto the cloud infrastructure consumer-created or acquired applications created using 

programming languages, libraries, services, and tools supported by the provider. The 

consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure including 

network, servers, operating systems, or storage, but has control over the deployed 

applications and possibly configuration settings for the application-hosting environment. 

 PaaS is a combination of a development platform and a solution stack, delivered as a 

service on demand. It provides infrastructure on which software developers can build new 

applications or extend existing ones without the cost and complexity of buying and 

managing the underlying hardware and software and provisioning hosting capabilities [10, 

11]. 

        Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): The capability provided to the consumer is to 

provision processing, storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources 

where the consumer is able to deploy and run arbitrary software, which can include 

operating systems and applications. The consumer does not manage or control the 

underlying cloud infrastructure but has control over operating systems, storage, and 

deployed applications. It possibly limited control of select networking components (e.g., 

host firewalls). 

According to the definition by ISO, there are many sub-models that been offered by CSPs 

and that expected to appear as new models in the future. These additional sub-models are 

mentioned as follows: 

 Communications as a Service (CaaS): This model includes real-time 

communications, interaction and collaboration services and, be delivered as PaaS 

or SaaS. Microsoft’s Skype for Business is an example of this type of service.  

 Compute as a Service (CompaaS): The ISO defines this as the “provisioning and 

use of processing resources needed to deploy and run software”. In the early days 

of Amazon’s EC2 offering, customers could buy raw compute power or server 

capacity and be billed using a consumption-based model.  

 Data Storage as a Service (DSaaS): The ISO defines this as the “provisioning and 

use of data storage and related capabilities” and it can be delivered using IaaS, 

http://www.paranet.com/solutions/cloud/
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PaaS or SaaS. The most common examples of DSaaS would be virtual data storage 

offerings such as Dropbox, Box, Google Drive, and Microsoft OneDrive. In each 

case, customers can connect to the cloud service and use the cloud to store files.  

 Network as a Service (NaaS): The ISO defines this as the delivery of “transport 

connectivity and related network capabilities.” The service delivered as IaaS, PaaS 

or SaaS and address network enhancement, security and bandwidth challenges. A 

common example of NaaS would be a virtual private network (VPN) service 

offered by a CSP. The customer connects to the CSP’s network infrastructure and 

the cloud offering then tunnels the customer’s network traffic using the cloud-

delivered VPN service.  

The following diagram depicts the three levels of cloud service models 

 

                                                                          Figure 3: Cloud Computing Service Models [12]. 

      2.3.2 Cloud deployment models 
There are four deployment models for cloud services, such as (SaaS, PaaS, IaaS), they are 

defined as follows: 

        Public Cloud Services: Public cloud is a cloud deployment model, where cloud 

services are potentially available to any cloud service customer and the providers' control 

resources to access. A public cloud can be owned, managed, and operated by a business, 
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academic, or governmental organization, or a combination of them. It exists on the 

principles of the cloud service provider. Actual availability for specific cloud service to 

customers may be subject to enforcement of regulations. Public clouds have broad 

boundaries, where cloud service customer access to public cloud services has few if any, 

restrictions. The public cloud is the most common deployment model [13]. Amazon AWS, 

Google G Suite and Microsoft Azure are examples of public clouds. 

          Private Cloud Services: Cloud deployment model which used exclusively by a 

single cloud service customer and resources are controlled by that cloud service customer. 

A private cloud, owned, managed, and operated by the organization itself or a third party 

and may exist on-premises or off-premises. Private clouds seek to narrowly controlled 

boundaries and based on limiting the customers to a single organization. Popularity of 

private cloud is less common, but popular with very large organizations that want more 

control over the cloud infrastructure. For example, IBM offers private cloud services and 

Microsoft offers the packaged Azure Pack software solution to allow customers to front-

end their own data center systems and services as cloud services within their own 

organizations [11], [13].  

       Hybrid Cloud Services: Hybrid cloud deployment model using at least two different 

cloud deployment models. The deployment components remain unique entities and bound 

together by appropriate technology. The technology should enable interoperability, data 

portability, and application portability. A hybrid cloud owned, managed, and operated by 

the organization itself or a third party and may exist on-premises or off-premises [14]. 

Hybrid clouds represent situations where interactions between two different deployments 

needed but remained linked via appropriate technologies. Microsoft offers the Microsoft 

Azure Stack that allows customers to automate the integration of private and public cloud 

services while providing a single combined experience for users.  

       2.4 Benefits and Risks Related to cloud Computing 

In Asian and European countries, even small and medium enterprises integrate their services with 

cloud computing in the early stage, which has the greatest benefit to run their businesses. Moving 

onto the cloud can enjoy the cost benefits associated with the economies of scale offered 
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by the cloud at a fraction of the cost of having invested in the physical network and services 

[14],[15]. Some of its benefits are: 

 Cloud services eliminate the operational complexity and cost of installing 

maintaining and upgrading complex Information Technology, systems in the users' 

own environment. 

 Small and Medium Enterprise/public sector particular benefits of those IT solutions 

and fraction of the price 

 Security - greater reliability/redundancy 

However, even cloud computing comes with these all and other benefits; it is difficult for 

different organization to have a persuasive discussion about cloud computing unless 

common vocabulary and standardized frame of reference is developed.  The developed 

reference should be for common understanding of cloud computing concepts. So this 

becomes the most challenges in the cloud arena, externally with service providers, the 

company, between IT and business leaders, among the professionals and others [15]. To 

address these challenges, IBM has developed a cloud computing adoption framework, 

which establishes common definitions for cloud computing delivery models and services, 

which provides key capabilities to consider when developing cloud- computing strategies, 

and identifies the aspects required to execute that strategy. 

The framework developed by IBM based on guidelines set by the National Institute of 

Standards and Technology (NIST), and used by consultants of IBM in combination with 

other intellectual capital or properties to help organizations establish a visual roadmap to 

cloud adoption [15].  IBM explains how cloud framework helps organizations as follow: 

 Determine the types of services that can be offered through a cloud and their 

category  

 Identify the service management capabilities required to enable the chosen delivery 

model and service, such as metering and billing 

 Recognize the challenges both immediate and long-term that should be considered 

prior to cloud implementation, such as those related to integration or governance 

policy.  

IBM also identifies the key features of cloud computing adaptation framework as follows: 
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 Identifies as two primary dimensions to be considered in order to develop a cloud 

computing strategy (customers and service providers) 

 Identifies key differentiated capabilities along those two dimensions 

 Identifies key competencies and considerations to successfully deliver and 

consume cloud services at the intersections defined by the differentiated points 

 Aligns capabilities required with each stage of adaptation 

     2.5. Cloud Architecture 

Cloud computing architecture is a hosted computing environment for delivering software, 

platform or infrastructure services to business users via a network. Enterprise Cloud 

Computing provides organizations with the ability to deliver computing services in a 

controlled and secure manner. Since a cloud for the enterprise makes use of a network 

firewall. Entities that store, manage or process sensitive data, including government 

agencies and health care organizations, are likely to use enterprise cloud computing 

services, as opposed to using public cloud computing services. 

Many businesses that own on-premise IT systems can maximize their IT investment 

through Enterprise Cloud Computing. A Cloud for the Enterprise promises to deliver an 

extremely agile computing environment for client users within private organizations 

[12][15]. These organizations can gain many of the same operational benefits available 

within a public cloud-computing environment. Extending a private cloud that incorporates 

methods such as virtualization, automation and service management; can result in 

increased operational efficiency within an organization. 

       2.5.1. Implementing an Enterprise Cloud 

Enterprise Cloud Computing can be implemented in two different ways: either as a private 

cloud that hosted on the premises of an organization; or as a private cloud that hosted 

externally by a third-party provider. Organizations that use externally hosted enterprise 

cloud computing services often experience the benefits of lower IT infrastructure and 

maintenance costs. Another frequent benefit of externally hosted enterprise cloud 

computing services is lower IT operational expenses, due to a decreased need for internal 

IT support staff. 
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Some organizations gain the benefits of both an internally hosted and an externally hosted 

enterprise cloud - computing environment, by implementing hybrid enterprise cloud 

computing services for their businesses [13]. Under such a configuration, organizations 

internally host their more sensitive applications that require a highly secure computing 

environment and move applications with less stringent security requirements to an 

externally hosted cloud for the enterprise. 

    2.6. Cloud Federation  
Cloud Federation is the unionization of cloud services from different networks that can be 

accessed by a client through the internet connection. The other researchers define cloud 

federation as comprises services from different providers aggregated in a single pool 

supporting three basic interoperability features - resource migration, resource redundancy 

and combination of complementary resources respective services. Migration allows the 

relocation of resources, such as virtual machine images, data items, source code, etc. from 

one service domain to another domain. While redundancy allows concurrent usage of 

similar service features in different domains, combinations of complementary resources 

and services allow combining different types to aggregated services. Service 

disaggregation is closely linked to Cloud Federation as federation eases and advocates the 

modularization of services in order to provide a more efficient and flexible overall system 

[12]. 

The federation of cloud resources is facilitated through network gateways that connect 

public or external clouds, private or internal clouds (owned by a single entity) and/or 

community clouds (owned by several cooperating entities); creating a hybrid cloud -

computing environment [13]. It is important to note that federated cloud computing 

services still rely on the existence of physical data centers. The following diagram 

illustrates the concept of cloud computing federation  
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                                                                     Figure 4: Cloud Federation Architecture [13] 

The Cloud Federation platform achieves this goal by means of an architectural model based 

on three basic building blocks schematically shown in the above diagram. 

 a Frontend component: - representing the entry point to the entire platform;  

 a Resource Broker: - it is the heart of the platform, consisting of Billing and 

Metering modules supporting an Orchestrator Engine module which dynamically 

matches the user requirements with the available resources;  

 a Cloud Interface which represents the end-point connection to the federated 

resources.  

       2.7. What are the Standards? 

“IEEE Standard associations give definitions for standards as follows”:- Standards are 

published documents that establish specifications and procedures designed to increase the 

reliability of the materials, products, methods/approaches, and services people use every 

day [15]. Standards address a range of issues, including but not limited to various protocols 

to help maximize product functionality and compatibility with previous and future 
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technology, facilitate interoperability and support consumer safety and public health 

ensuring satisfaction [15]. 

Standards form the fundamental building blocks for product development by establishing 

consistent protocols that can universally be understood and adopted [21], [22]. This helps 

to integrate or merges the concepts of compatibility and interoperability; it simplifies 

product development, and speeds time-to-market. Standards also make it easier to 

understand and compare competing products. As standards globally adapted and applied 

in many markets, they also fuel international trade. It is the use of standards that the 

requirements of interconnectivity and interoperability can be assured. It is only through the 

application of standards that the credibility of new products and new markets can be 

verified [22].  

     2.8. Cloud Computing Service Standards  

Cloud computing is a relatively new Information Technology industry, that has not yet 

been fully unified and standardized. Currently, several standardization groups attempting 

to unify the use of CC environments from users and providers. By harmonizing, mean that 

providing a unified approach to CC services across different providers [23].  

Many cloud computing organizations and groups focused on addressing standards issues 

in regards to the cloud environment. These standards bodies help to maintain standards and 

best practices to ensure that different providers and equipment are able to work together 

[24]. Several standards organizations have gotten together to create a cloud standards 

coordination.  

     Cloud Security Alliance (CSA): - The Cloud Security Alliance organization was formed 

to promote a series of best practices to provide security assurance in cloud computing [25]. 

Its objectives to promoting understanding, researching best practices, launching awareness 

with the goal of creating a consensus to ensure cloud service security. 

     Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF):- The DMTF focuses on IaaS 

(Infrastructure as a Service) and providing standards that enable IaaS to be a flexible, 

scalable, high-performance infrastructure [26]. The groups develop the OVF standard that 

http://www.cloud-standards.org/
http://www.cloud-standards.org/
http://www.cloudsecurityalliance.org/
http://www.dmtf.org/
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is formally known as DSP0243 Open Virtualization Format (OVF) V1.0.0. It describes an 

open, secure, and portable format for the packaging and distribution of software that runs 

in virtual machines [27] [28].  

   Open Cloud Consortium (OCC):- The OCC goal is to support the development of 

standards for cloud computing and frameworks for interoperating between clouds [28].  

 Open Grid Forum (OGF):- The OGF is an open community that focuses on driving the 

adoption and evolution of distributed computing. This includes everything from distributed 

high-performance computing resources to horizontally scaled transactional systems 

supporting SOA as well as the cloud.[29].  

            2.9. Cloud Computing Security and Compliance  

Cloud Services becoming an essential part of many organizations in the current digital 

world. In order to reduce the costs of Information Technology and complexity, the 

organizations need deploying cloud services deployment models to increase flexibility for 

rapidly deploy new Information Technology workloads [30]. Managing compliance is a 

difficult task in the cloud-computing environment, especially for multi-national or multi-

purpose organizations. [31]. 

Security controls used to protect a cloud environment are the same for all cloud delivery 

models, Compliance Standard applied to this model [32], [33]. The IT compliance model 

focuses on electronic data processing, network, and IT infrastructure. The Compliance 

Models implements rules and regulations across various components of IT to make them 

work harmoniously [32],[33],[34]. Transparency amongst the cloud service model, 

security controls and the compliance model will help consumers and end-users achieve 

reliable cloud data protection. These Compliance laws frequently contain provisions 

requiring the adaptation of security measures, acknowledging that ensuring the security of 

personal data, organizational data, country information, and others are essential to ensuring 

the protection of individual privacy [34].  

 2.10. Cloud Computing Implementation and Simulation Tools 

Cloud Service providers need to evaluate their services from time to time. Real-time and 

real-world evaluation can be proved in terms of cost, performance and other factor 

http://www.opencloudconsortium.org/
http://www.ogf.org/
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parameters, so simulation offers an easy way to carry out an evaluation process [35]. Some 

of the simulation tools are free and open-source while the others are commercial. Free and 

open-source simulators provide an environment for deep learning and experimentation. 

Using these simulators based frameworks has many advantages in the cloud-computing 

environments. The key advantages are listed as follow:- 

 Simulators facilitate dynamic and flexible configuration development 

environments. They enable researchers and others such as system administrators to 

learn and make the real-time cloud environment more scalable and reliable. 

 Simulators provide easy-to-use graphical interfaces with lots of customization 

options that help researchers visualize real-world scenarios, thus avoiding all sorts 

of real-time problems. 

 Simulators are the most cost-effective solution for real-world implementation 

 Simulators also enable researchers to simulate cloud environments with their own 

proposed performance, security and other provisioning algorithms. 

Among these simulators, some of them are explored below with their regarding supportive 

environments. 

              2.10.1. CloudSim 

CloudSim is a new, highly generalized and extensible Java-based cloud computing 

simulation tool kit. It supports several core functionalities like queuing and processing of 

events, the creation of CloudSim entities, communication among components and the 

management of the simulation clock. The Clouds Laboratory of the Computer Science and 

Software Engineering Department of the University of Melbourne, Australia by Prof. 

Rajkumar Buyya, has developed CloudSim. It can be termed as ‘running a model of an 

environment by taking the hardware as the base, where technology-specific details are 

abstracted.’ CloudSim features include basic classes for deriving data centers, virtual 

machines, applications, users, computational resources, and policies for managing diverse 

parts of the system like scheduling and provisioning.  
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                  2.10.2. CloudAnalyst 

CloudAnalyst, a GUI based simulator derived from CloudSim, has some extended features 

and capabilities. Bhathiya Wickremasinghe and Rajkumar Buyya at the same clouds 

Laboratory of CloudSim, University of Melbourne, Australia, proposed CloudAnalyst. The 

simulator supports the evaluation of social network tools according to the geographical 

distribution of users and data centers. It can be applied to determine the behavior of large-

scale Internet applications in the cloud and enables a modeler for looping simulations and 

to conduct a series of simulations with slight variations using different factors parameters. 

Cloud Analyst is a powerful simulation framework for deploying real-time data centers 

and monitoring load balancing, cloud cluster monitoring, and data center data flow in real-

time. 

The key features of CloudAnalyst are summarized below. 

 Graphical user interface: Easy-to-use GUI for setting up and viewing results of 

all sorts of cloud computing experiments. 

 Simulation definition via a high degree of configuration and flexibility: 

CloudAnalyst is equipped with modelers that have a high degree of control over 

the experiment by modeling entities such as data centers, virtual machines, 

memory, storage, and bandwidth. 

 Experiment looping: CloudAnalyst can save simulation scenarios and loop them 

repeatedly via simulation variations. It can save the results as XML files and even 

save PDF files of the results. 

 Efficient output: CloudAnalyst provides the graphical output of simulation results 

in the form of tables and charts, apart from a large amount of statistical data. 

               2.10.3. Green Cloud 

GreenCloud provides a simulation environment for energy-aware cloud computing data 

centers and it is the most sophisticated packet-level simulator available until a date for 

energy-aware cloud computing data centers, with a focus on cloud communications. It 

offers detailed fine-grained modeling of the energy consumed by the data center’s 

equipment. Dzmitry Kliazovich (Project Leader), a research fellow at the Faculty of 
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Science, Technology, and Communication of the University of Luxembourg with other 

team members developed the GreenCloud simulator.  

         2.10.4. iCanCloud 

iCanCloud is a cloud computing simulation platform that is based on SIMCAN and 

supports the simulation of large storage networks. A. Nunez and J.L. Vazquez-Poletti 

developed the iCanCloud simulation framework with the objective of predicting the trade-

offs between the cost and performance of a set of applications executed in specific 

hardware. The simulator then provides users information about such costs. iCanCloud was 

designed to optimize flexibility, accuracy, performance, and scalability.  

                  2.10.5. EMUSIM 

     EMUSIM stands for Integrated Emulation and Simulation. It combines emulation AEF 

(Automated Emulation Framework) and Simulation (CloudSim) to enable more accurate 

models of software artifacts that will be used during simulations. Rodrigo N. Calherios at 

the Cloud Computing and Distributed Systems (Clouds) Laboratory, Department of 

Computing and Information Systems, University of Melbourne, Australia developed 

EMUSIM. EMUSIM automatically extracts information about application behavior via 

emulation and then uses this information to generate a corresponding simulation model.  

               2.10.6. GroudSim 

    GroudSim (Gr-Grid oud-Cloud) is an event-based simulator designed for scientific 

applications on grid and cloud environments. GroudSim provides a comprehensive set of 

features for complex simulation scenarios, ranging from simple job executions on leased 

computing resources to calculation of costs, and background load on resources. GroudSim 

mainly focuses on the IaaS area of cloud computing. It can be easily extended to additional 

models like SaaS and PaaS in cloud computing. 

           2.10.8. NetworkCloudSim 

NetworkCloudSim is proposed by S.K. Garg and RajkumarBuyya[7], which is an 

extension of CloudSim. It has the ability to scale up a network and a generalized application 
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model that allows a more accurate evaluation of scheduling and resource provisioning 

policies. It optimizes the performance of the infrastructure. 

   2.11. Comparison among Different Cloud Simulation Tools 

Mrs. Utkal Sinha and Mayank Shekhar in their research titled” Comparison of Various 

Cloud Simulation tools, available in Cloud Computing” they put the comparison among 

Generally, including those mentioned different cloud simulation tools are summarized as 

follows in the table. 

Table 1 Comparison of Cloud Computing Simulation Tools 

Cloud 

Simulators 

GUI 

support 

 

Platform 

 

Languages 

Support 

of 

TCP/IP 

Software/ 

Hardware 

 

Availability 

CloudSim Limited Gridsim Java None Software Open Source 

 

CloudAnalyst 

Full GUI 

Support  

Java SE 1.6, 

Swing, 

SimJava 

(CloudSim) 

 

Java 

 

Limited  

 

Software 

 

Open Source 

 

GeenCloud 

Limited 

(via 

Nam) 

 

NS 2 

 

C++, Otcl 

Full 

TCP/IP 

Protocol 

 

Software 

 

Open Source 

 

iCanCloud 

Full 

supports  

 

SIMCAN 

OMNet,M

PL, C++ 

 

None 

 

Software 

 

Open Source 

 

EMUSIM 

Limited(

via NEPI 

AEF, 

CloudSim 

 

Java 

 

None 

 

Software 

 

Open Source 

 

GroudSim 

  

None 

 

NA 

Java  Full 

support 

 

Software 

 

NA 

SPECI Limited Simkit Java  None  Software Open Source 

 

Open Cirrus 

 

None 

Federation of 

heterogeneous 

data centers  

 

NA 

 

NA 

Both H/W  

and S/W 

 

Open Source  

NetworkClou

dSim 

 

None  

 

CloudSim 

 

Java  

 

None  

 

Software  

 

Open Source  

CDOSim None  CloudSim Java  None Software  NA 

DCSim None   NA Java None  Software Open Source 

TeachCloud Full GUI 

toolkit 

 

CloudSim 

 

NA 

 

None  

 

Software 

 

Open Source 
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 2.2. Related Works  

In order to meet the requirements of Business and organizations Clouds, the Cloud 

Computing Adaptation Framework (CCAF) is the best option used. The CCAF ensures the 

implementation of service delivery and integration aspects of technical and organizational 

requirements. Some researchers mention that the adaptation of the cloud computing service 

framework approach is used to allow the organization to follow some guidelines and 

policies. In addition, incorporate with standards in order to meet their businesses' technical, 

organizational and security requirements with an international perspective [35].  

These researchers, Victor Chang, Yen-Hung Kuo, and Muthu Ramachandran refers in their 

research paper titles as “Cloud Computing Adaptation Framework – a security framework 

for business clouds” the organizational and technical problem. They refer that there are a 

lot of real-life case studies to show how different cloud computing design, development 

and service delivery integration meet both technical and organizational challenges that 

businesses or organizations can face [36]. 

The guidelines set by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, under the topic 

said Looking at cloud computing across two dimensions, they mention that,” the cloud 

computing adaptation framework defines the two most intersecting dimensions. It should 

be considered when to develop an appropriate framework that included the delivery model 

and services being delivered. The two terms have to be combined in order to develop the 

best framework for implementation” [37]. 

 Based on that cloud computing adaptation framework helps organizations to identify 

challenges that should be considered before the implementation. The challenges are such 

as integration problem, Governmental policy, security issue, interoperability, etc... 

Dr.Sangheethaa, Dr.Arun Korath, and Mr.  Assefa Tsegaye mention many major 

advantages of adopting the cloud framework in e-Learning for Ethiopian higher education 

as following in their research An” Academic Cloud framework Adaptation for e-Learning 

Ethiopian universities” [38]. In addition, in their conclusion, they conclude that the result 

is base for the development of an academic cloud based on the framework in a more 

effective way and it will be implemented on simulation environment/cloud testbeds using 

standard machines.  
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According to their result discussion, the framework satisfies organizations, institutions, 

learners and instructors to provide an efficient e-Learning mechanism using cloud 

computing. By means of the cloud-based e-Learning, students will attain the 21st-century 

skills within them and increases the university-industry collaboration. However, they did 

not mention any related challenges with adopting the framework. 

The other researchers Mr. Teklu Itana and Abrehet Mohammad discuss the following 

points in their research   “Adopting Cloud IaaS Architecture for Ethiopian e-Government 

Services” [39] 

The study is limited to cloud IaaS architecture adoption in the private cloud model. The 

study focused on government Data Centers that are already connected with WoredaNet. 

The adopted Cisco cloud IaaS architecture is a road map to adopt and implement other 

cloud computing services. Future research should focus on adopting and implementing 

other cloud computing services beyond IaaS such as SaaS, PaaS, and XaaS (Everything as 

a Service) in Ethiopian data centers.  

Mr. Saidhbi in the research Cloud Computing Framework for Ethiopian Higher Education 

Institutions proposed the implementation of a central hybrid cloud-computing 

infrastructure. It combines both the current local infrastructure of the universities as the 

private cloud and public cloud to enable the sharing of educational resources and 

collaboration within all universities in Ethiopia and the global educational community so 

that Ethiopian higher institutions can enjoy the benefits of ICT in an efficient and 

affordable way. 

M.s Selamawit Bekele puts factors that affect a decision to cloud computing idea in her 

study title as, “Exploring factors that affect the Decision to Adopt cloud computing 

technology in Ethiopian Banking Sector”.  She summarizes as “cloud computing adopters 

can focus on the most critical factors, vendors can adjust their services and marketing 

strategies, researchers can base their study to further investigate and design a framework 

for cloud computing adoption”. 
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   2.2.1. Available Models for Cloud computing Framework Adaptation 

Researchers used many Cloud Computing Framework adaptation models. Some 

researchers used a single model to adapt the cloud computing Service framework, while 

others use a combination of two or more in order to integrate the concepts among different 

models. Some of these models are discussed below 

TOE: is stand for the Technology-Organization-Environmental framework, which 

proposed during 1990 by DE Pietro et al [40]. TOE indicates that successful adoption is 

not just a function of appropriate technology, also factors across technological, 

organizational and environmental contexts influence successful cloud computing 

framework adoption at the organizational level [41]. 

TAM: stands for technology acceptance Model and is used a concept that technology 

response can be explained or predicted by user motivation, directly influenced by external 

stimuli, such as technologies feature, capabilities and characteristics [42]. In this, model 

the researcher recommends that the model focus on security challenge analysis and its 

steps.  

Hexagon Model: - Chang et al proposed this model in 2010, which is used to review Cloud 

organizational performance and to identify strengths and weaknesses in relation to business 

model and development. The model uses six elements with their reflection of relation to 

each other, where the elements are categorized as Peoples (Customer/Consumers and 

Investors/ Vendors), Business (Popularity and valuation) and Job done [43]. Each pair 

opposite to each other. 

DOI Theory Model: - Diffusion of Innovation theory, developed by E.M. Rogers in 1962 

is one of the oldest theories. The theory visualizes innovations as entities transferred 

through different channels over a long period, within a specific social framework, where 

peoples considered having different levels of readiness for adopting innovations [44]. The 

other characteristic of DOI theory is that adoption of a new idea, behavior, or product (i.e., 

"innovation") does not happen simultaneously in a social system; rather it is a process 

whereby some people are more ready to adopt the innovation than other peoples are. 

All concepts included in the Diffusion of Innovation theory are depicted in the following 

diagram and my focus is on the point under II, which is the persuasion of innovation [45]. 
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UTAUT:-is Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology and it is a technology 

acceptance model formulated by Venkatesh et al in 2003. The aim of the model is to explain 

user intentions to use an information system and subsequent usage behavior [46]. The 

theory holds four key constructs: 1) Performance Expectancy, 2) Effort expectancy, 3) 

Social influence, and 4) Facilitating conditions; the first three being direct determinants of 

usage intention and behavior, and the fourth a direct determinant of user behavior.  

TTF: - it stands for Task Technology Fit and the model posits that the Utilization of 

Technology and its Impact on Performance depend on how the Technology and the Task 

on Hand fit together [46]. It proposed or designed by Goodhue and Thompson (1995) 

developed a measure of task-technology. 

After reviewing many pieces of literature, we found that TOE model should be combined 

with other theories in order to specify specific factors and other related factors to limit the 

data-gathering gap. Depending on the points summarized above regards cloud computing 

adaptation models theories, two models theories selected, and combine to organize and 

limit the factors for data collection purpose. So selected models are TOE, and DOI.    

Generally, some of the related works are summarized   in the following table 

Table 2 Summaries of Related work 

Author Title  of the Research Research focus 

 Kebede Solomon A Hybrid Cloud Computing and 

Service Environment for Ethiopian 

Banks 

Specific service 

Environment (banking) 

 

Selamawit Bekele 

Exploring factors that Affect the 

Decision to Adopt cloud computing 

technology in Ethiopian Banking 

Sector 

Exploring factors in a 

specific area(banking) 

Mr.Saidhbi Cloud Computing Framework for 

Ethiopian Higher Education 

Institution 

Framework for specific 

service and organization 

Teklu Itana and 

Abrehet  Mohammad 

Adopting Cloud IaaS Architecture 

for Ethiopian e-Government Services 

Specific service model 

for government organs. 

PrinceKwame Senyo 

and John Effah 

Preliminary insight into cloud 

computing adoption in a developing 

country 

To identify the 

challenges for cloud 

adoption in developing 

countries 
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Hangoo Jeon and 

Kwang-Kyu Seo 

A Framework and Improvements of 

the Korea Cloud Services 

Certification System 

Is the general cloud 

service framework for 

Korea and to improve its 

certification   
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CHAPTER THREE 

Methodology and System Design 

    3.1. Methodology  
There are different research methodology used for conducting this research, which is 

summarized in the following diagram and each of the steps described in detail. 

 

                                                                                Figure 5: Research Methodology  

      3.1.1. Literature Review and Related Work 

The literature review includes reading different published journals and documents related 

to the problem domain area. It starts by assessing the general concepts about cloud 

computing to the specific topic of research. 

 Introduction to cloud computing and its definition 

 Characteristics,  

 Cloud standards and regulations  

 Cloud services and deployment models  

 Cloud architectures and other related concepts are reviewed and summarized  
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Related works are used here to identify, the gap between what other researchers’ found 

previously and the current problem that aimed to solve. To identify the gap different related 

papers reviewed, that targeted the Ethiopian context and from other countries that have 

more relation to the research problem area. 

              3.1.2. Current State Analysis 

Current state analysis has similarities with literature review; however, it focuses on local 

context in order to relate with worldwide aspects. The aim of current state analysis is to dig 

out the cloud computing services status in Ethiopia such as 

 Services and service providers  

 Target customers or service consumers 

 Cloud standard and regulations (Digital technology regulations) 

 Cloud service models used by providers, if any  

So, this also used in addition to clarifying the gap found in related review work. 

         3.1.3. Conducting Survey 

Conducting a survey is used to collect data for identifying the challenges (factors) that 

make it difficult to adapt the cloud computing service framework. The detail of conducting 

the survey is described in the data collection process incoming section of methodology. 

         3.1.4 Targeted Stakeholders 

The targeted stakeholders are peoples or group of peoples those have directly relation 

within the area of data collection. They are professional in area of IT and others related 

field of studies. So the following group of peoples from different organization are targeted. 

a. Professionals from three ICT centers (Southern region, Oromia and National ICT). 

b. Academician from higher education institutions.  

c. IT professionals from business area. 

      3.2 Data Collection process 

  Is the process of gathering and measuring information or data on targeted variables in an 

organized system fashion (approach). For the research project to be success researcher, 
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must come up with a way of collecting source full information that can clearly be 

investigated and analyzed.                  

 

 

 

 

                    

  

                                                   Figure 6: Data collection Procedure   

Questioner: - Questioner is prepared depending on the conceptual framework that 

developed for data collection purposes, in order to investigate the challenges related to 

ideas mentioned in the framework. The questions include all ranges of the profession from 

lower to higher, in a sense; professionals are software engineers, IT, computer science, 

information science, and all other related fields. The area where questioner focused is 

mostly in three data centers, national and two selected data centers (Oromia Region and 

Southern Nation Nationalities and Peoples Region). The content of the questioner paper is 

to dig out challenges from infrastructure (locally), standards (international), regulations 

and peoples' understanding of cloud computing concepts perspective.  

      Interview: - The interview focus is the same as the questioner, more content-based and 

used to get reach and clear information than the questioner. It conducted at three-level. 

 The first level is held at higher officials of data centers and is conducted in an organized 

manner in order to get more information especially focused on standards and regulation 

form international perspective, where Ethiopia adopts e-transaction and e-business along 

with digital signature, data protection law and imports very comprehensive data 

surveillance equipment according to international standards and regulation. 

Six (6) peoples where planned to interviewed, three (3) of them are heads of each ICT 

centers and the other three are team leaders from software development team. The sample 

design method used is Convenience Sampling; the selection method is for the following 

reasons: 

Questioner 

Preparation 

Administrating      

the 

Questionnaire 

Analyzing 

Questionnaire 
Interpreting 

Questionnaire  

Report 

results 

Data Collection Procedure 
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First; as the heads of ICT centers, they have more information than others; regard Ethiopian 

ICT policy and plan. 

Second; as from software development team, they have more information or knowledge 

about current world technology trends, such as modern technology approaches, available 

tools, and which is for what purpose. 

    Observation: - the observation process is done on the two selective areas (regions) data 

centers and national cloud storage or national data center. The aim of this observation is to 

assess the working area, mechanism of data transferring, tools or software used to handle 

their tasks. 

       Data processing  

Data processing is used to converting data into the usable and desired format. The data 

processing methods are either traditional or modern use of tools/software and electronic 

devices, (Manual Data Processing (MDP) and Electronic Data Processing (EDP)). 

For the purpose of this research, we use modern methods of data processing, which called 

Electronic Data Processing. Because we are in the age of the digital world, where every 

activity performed by digital electronics devices.  

Manual Data Processing (MDP) is not suitable for the current world that we are living in. 

It used almost before half of the century, where any data-processing activities done by the 

manual or traditional use of paper, pencil, etc..  

    Data analysis: The data analysis steps of data collection is the last step that involves or 

contain some set of action, which changes the state of data. The analysis performed on data 

collected by interview and questioner after processing is done.  Analysis performed 

individually according to the challenges category by using the Statistical Package for 

Social Science (SPSS). The result of each analysis ranked from high priority to low priority 

(positive factor and negative factor).  The output of this stage becomes an input to the next 

step of framework development.  

           3.1.5. Framework Development 

The result of data analysis should be used as initial input for framework development. The 

challenges identified as most critical for adaptation of cloud computing service framework 
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are considered. According to standards and regulations, the developed framework is not 

limited to specific, rather general that can be easily customized to specific organizations 

and providers. They can apply any appropriate deployment model, depending on their 

organization structure.  The framework consider local entities as main units or components. 

     3.1.6. Data Collection Conceptual Mode  

Developing an appropriate Cloud Computing Adaptation Framework (CCAF) is very 

important in order to provide or consume good service. Before adapting any framework, it 

is necessary to analyze different factors related to it. There are many challenges related to 

the cloud computing service adaptation framework. The aim of this conceptual model is to 

categorize these challenges according to their relationship and to limit the scope of data 

collection. 

The model used is a combination of two models theories which are TOE model and DOI 

model [40],[41],[44]. More detail about these models described in related work. As shown 

in the following diagram, the challenges are grouped under four general category; 

A. Technological factors  

B. Organizational factors 

C. Environmental factors  

D. Innovation factors 
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Figure 7: Conceptual Framework for Data Collection. 

           3.1.7. Model Description 

    (A).Technology concepts: - it includes technologies that are currently used and 

available within an organization, or individuals that have directly or indirectly affect them. 

In addition, future prediction of technology that will affect the organizations or individuals 

either positively or negatively from a different point of view perspective [47]. As identified 

in the model, four concepts will be investigated in detail for analysis.  

      (B) Organization Concepts: - these include factors that related to the characteristics 

of the organization such as sustainability, linkage or interrelation with other organizations, 

and the portability of the services [48]. It also concerned with points such as organization 

size, scope, and the number of resources available internally, or other internal aspects of 

the organization. 

    (C). Environment Concepts: - it includes environment concepts cloud computing that 

has an impact on adaptation of cloud framework, inclusively internal and external 

competitors, information intensity, regulations, and policies, etc.[49]. According to the 
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conceptual framework of this research, the focus concepts of environments impacts are 

governmental policy, infrastructures, and relative competitors. 

    (C). Innovation Concepts: - innovation is the generation, development, and adoption 

of a novel idea that is generated by intellectual minds [35]. It is the most significant 

challenge, especially in the business area and seen as increasingly essential for 

development and viability. In diffusion of Innovation concept, the relative advantage of 

adopting this novel idea, decision-maker commitment, triability, and observability are 

points that investigated in detail.  

      3.1.8. Hypothesis from the Conceptual Model  

From the model above, the research tests, four majors focus areas as hypothesizes and 

twelve-sub hypothesis, where these four generals are contained constraints and 

opportunities for adoption of cloud computing framework [51],[52]. 

  Hypothesis is the assumption applied on each entity of the model that should either true 

or false and ensured after analysis of the result. It represented by H and H1 to Hn indicates 

hypothesis 1 to- n. 

Hypothesis1 (H1):- it implies in general that, Technology concept influences the decision 

to the adaptation of cloud computing framework 

   H1a: technology complexity influences the adaptation of a cloud computing service 

framework. 

   H1b: compatibility of existing technology influences adaptation of cloud computing 

service framework. 

   H1c: Professional’s knowledge has high impacts on cloud computing service framework 

adaptation.   

Hypothesis2 (H2):- it implies that there are many factors related to organizational rises 

difficult on the decision to an adaptation of cloud computing services. 

    H2a: the decision of top management of the organization can influence highly to 

customize the cloud-computing framework to the organization. 

     H2b: the linkage or inter-relation of organization with other organizations have an 

impact on that organization either positive or negative for cloud computing framework 

adaption (customization). 
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     H2c: The security of organization assets or information has an impact on that 

organization to adapting the cloud-computing framework for that organization. 

Hypothesis 3 (H3):- it implies that environmental factors or concepts influence the decision 

to an adaptation to the cloud-computing framework. 

    H3a:- from the environmental factors that influence the adaptation of the cloud 

computing framework, the governmental policy has high priority. 

    H3b:- infrastructure is the other powerful environmental factor that influences the 

adaptation of the cloud-computing framework. 

    H3c:- in addition to government policy and infrastructure, competitors factors that 

influence cloud computing service framework adaption.  

Hypothesis 4 (H4):- it implies that the innovation factors or concepts influence the 

decision to adopt the cloud-computing framework. 

     H4a: relative advantages or disadvantages of innovative idea has a high impact on 

adapting cloud-computing framework at an organizational level.  

     H4b: the decision to adapting or not adapting cloud computing service framework 

influences the adaptation for framework. 

     H4c: the extent to which the result of a new innovative idea is tested or experimented 

before deciding to accept it has a high impact on adapting the cloud-computing framework. 

    3.2. Data Analysis  

Data analysis is the process used to enter data into tools used for the analysis process and 

organize it in a suitable format and order to achieve desired results [32]. The quantitative 

data analysis techniques used for this step. 

          3.2.1. Descriptive Statistical Analysis  

Descriptive statistics is a technique that applied to quantitative data, and it involves 

presenting, summarizing and organizing the data to clear and understandable form of 

expected result [54].  

There are four major types of descriptive statistics measures:  

A. Measures of frequency  

B. Measures of Central Tendency 

C. Measures of Dispersion or Variation 
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D. Measures of position 

Therefore, we use a measure of frequency (percent) for this step of the analysis. 

               3.2.2. Tools Used for Data Analysis 

The data analysis tool is a software package that we used to analyze the collected data from 

different sources. Therefore, for this study, a Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) 

software used.  

 For the implementation purpose, we use the Laravel Framework. Laravel is an Open 

Source PHP Framework; it is one of the most popular and respected frameworks to design 

and interconnect the user side (front end) with the system side (back end). Uses the MVC 

(Model View Controller) Software design pattern with bundles, migration and Artisan CLI. 

Laravel is high performing, easily testable, and reusable framework to develop attractive 

and user-friendly, because of these features and other more attractive, it selected for 

implementation among many tools. 

Generally, the steps of data analysis are summarized in the following diagram. 

 

                                                       Figure 8: Data Analysis Steps 

Analysis Data By Using Variation 

Measurement (Percent)

Import Values to Analysis Tools(Software)

Tabulating Calculated Variables Values

Calculate Sample for each Variable Category

Organizing N study area to different 

questionnaire variable 
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            3.3. Data Sampling  

Data sampling used here, to organize the data to a suitable format in order to insert data 

into an analysis tool. The sampling process is to convert collected data into a descriptive 

mathematical equation, and calculated from a total population of N. The sample modeling 

contains a mathematical formula to represent each term of sample variables (for detail see 

figure 9). 

                                  𝑁 = ∑(𝑤𝑖, 𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖, 𝑧𝑖)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

  Where N= is the number of selected study area (N=3) 

              w= is the factors from the technological context 

               x= is the factors from the organizational context 

               y= is the factors from the environmental context 

               z =is the factors from innovation context 

               i =is the number of elements under each category (w, x, y, and z)  

               n= is the number of elements under each ith categories of each sample  

Note: the detail about each variable used in this equation is provided under Appendix A, 

which is explained in the questionnaire format and detail of each context contents. The next 

step is the computation for each variable's contexts, Technological context, Organizational 

Context, and Environmental context and Innovation context respectively for N (1-3). 

                                 𝑤 = ∑(𝑤𝑖) =

𝑛

𝑖=1

∑(𝑤1 + 𝑤2 + 𝑤3)

3

𝑖=1

 

Now depending on the equation above the values of wi calculated and filled in the 

following table from scale 0-4 where (0=neither, 1=agree, 2=strongly agree, 3=disagree 

and 4=strongly disagree), where under each category of wi (3) three sub-elements that are 

labeled by n for (n=3). In addition, this is used for each sample of variables respectively. 

                       Table 3. Summaries from Technological Factors 

w  (Technological Context)                                   Likert Scale 

0 1 2 3 4 

wi1 (Complexity) 13 24 7 32 4 

wi2 (Compatibility) 13 25 1 22 1 
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wi3 (Adequate professions) 21 6 3 28 6 

        

         Let compute for Organizational context, the following equation is to calculate the xi 

values 

     𝑥 = ∑(𝑥𝑖)

𝑛

𝑖=1

= ∑(𝑥1+, 𝑥2 + 𝑥3)

3

𝑖=1

 

                         Table 4. Summaries from Organizational Factors 

x(Organizational Context) Likert  Scale 

0 1 2 3 4 

 xi1 (Top Management support  ) 7 23 2 25 6 

 xi2 (Linkage /Inter relation) 9 24  22 7 

 xi3 (Security) 4 38 12 21 3 

   In another case, the next computation is for Organizational context variables, which is yi 

                                       𝒚 = ∑(𝒚𝒊)

𝟑

𝒊=𝟏

= ∑(𝒚𝟏 + 𝒚𝟐 + 𝒚𝟑)

𝟑

𝒊=𝟏

 

                      Table 5. Summaries from Environmental Factors 

 

  

 

                Now lastly let calculate for the Innovation context variable of zi  

𝒛 = ∑(𝐳𝐢)

𝟑

𝐢=𝟏

= ∑(𝐳𝟏 + 𝐳𝟐 + 𝐳𝟑)

𝟑

𝐢=𝟏

 

     Table 6. Summaries from Innovation Factors 

Zi (Innovation Context)                       Likert  Scale  

0 1 2 3 4 

zi1(Relative advantage) 3 22 25 7 1 

zi2(Decision) 5 21 10 16 7 

zi3(Triability and Observability) 5 18 20 4 3 

y(Environmental Context)                          Likert  Scale  

 0  1    2   3   4 

yi1(Governmental policy) 7 39 14 4  

yi2(Infrastructure) 14 25 13 23 2 

yi3(Competitors) 10 19 2 28 7 
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Now let combine for all contexts that seen above as (w,x,y.z) together, were scale 0-4 is 

used in the same way as previously used(0=neither, 1=agree, 2=strongly agree, 3=disagree 

and 4=strongly disagree). 

                                      Table 7. Summaries from all Factors        

 
Samples Context (w,x,y,z) 

          Linkert Scale 

0 1 2 3 4 

wi1(Complexity) 13 24 7 32 4 

wi2 (Compatibility)  13 25 1 22 1 

wi3(Adequate Profession) 21 6 3 28 6 

xi1(Top Management Support) 7 23 2 25 6 

xi2(Linkage/Inter relation) 9 24 0 22 7 

xi3(Security) 4 38 13 21 3 

yi1(Governmental Policy) 7 39 14 4 0 

yi2(Infrastructure(IT)) 14 25 13 23 2 

yi3(Competitors) 10 19 2 28 7 

zi1(Relative Advantage) 3 22 25 7 1 

zi2(Decision support) 5 21 10 16 7 

zi3(Triability and Observation) 5 18 20 4 3 

        

            3.3. Analysis Results 

The results of the analysis indicate that there are many factors influences the adaptation of 

the cloud computing service framework in Ethiopia.  Among these factors, there are five 

most influential factors, where they categorized as positive and negative factors.  

The analysis of the result covers all twelve factors that limited to the conceptual model for 

the data collection range. However, the focus of the adaptation framework that later 

covered in the coming section of this document is, mostly toward negative factors.    

Respondent’s status: - Respondents' status is the term used to analysis the educational 

background and the age category of respondents respectively as follows by using frequency 

table and Bar charts. 
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                           Table 8. Educational background of Respondents 

  

Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Degree 24 80.0 80.0 80.0 

Msc Degree 6 20.0 20.0 100.0 

Total 
30 100.0 100.0 

 

 

           a) Figure 9 Education level of respondents                    b) Figure 10 Ages of Respondents 

As indicated in above table of frequency and Bar chart that shows the education 

backgrounds of respondents, their education level is Bachelor of Science degree and above 

with all related fields such as IT, Computer science, Software Engineering, Information 

Science etc.. Therefore as result indicates respondents are all professions and has high 

contribution on relevance of data collected within area 

                                    Table 9. Ages of  Respondents 

  

Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 20-30 years old 11 36.7 36.7 36.7 

31-40 years old 15 50.0 50.0 86.7 

41-50 years old 4 13.3 13.3 100.0 

Total 30 100.0 100.0  

 

As shown in the above table and graph of ages, most of them are under 31-40 which 

productive age. They are able to change or move quickly with the dynamic world that we 

live in. 
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Wi- Result Discussion: - As the result indicates, there are two directions, which indicates 

positive, and negative results. From the result of the graph shown below, technology has 

no negative impacts to adopt the cloud service framework.  Instead, it implies that 

technology is compatible to adopt cloud service framework. 

 The first result is to access the compatibility of available tools to new technology and the 

second is to assess the professional’s capacity to advancing technology. In both cases, it 

shows that technology incompatibility, and professional’s capacities are positive factors 

for Adopting Cloud Computing Service Framework. 

 

                                a) Figure 11: Incompatibility impact toward Software    
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                            b): Figure 12: Technology is beyond professions knowledge 

        Yi -Result Discussion: -As a result shown in figure a and b indicates that government 

policy has a high negative impact on adaptation of cloud computing Framework. It is 

known that Ethiopia adopts e-business and e-transaction, regulations, with a highly 

comprehensive surveillance server during 2013, however, it not implemented yet. The 

acceptance of regulation is aligned with international standards and regulations that have 

the ability to handle worldwide e-transaction. 

This Ethiopian governmental policy toward e-business and transaction contains many 

proclamations that limit the digital and physical movement of money to a very narrow 

range. The results in figure b direct that Ethiopian ICT policy needs revision in order to 

implement these regulations in a cloud service area, to facilitate service migration 

according to cloud computing standards and regulations. 
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                    a) Figure 13: Governmental Policy Impact to cloud adaptation 

 

                            b) Figure 14: Governmental. Policy toward e-Technology 
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Xi -Result Discussion:  from the result of the organizational factors, top management 

support is a positive factor as shown in figure a. However, their awareness of the benefits 

of cloud service is a negative factor as shown in figure b. They support ideally, but 

politically and professionally, they are not committed to implementing in terms of 

technology and resources include human power.  By concluding, this depending on result 

b, the problem is awareness of those higher officials or managements about the advantages 

and benefits of adopting cloud services as general. 

 

              a) Figure 15 Top Mgt support for adopting cloud services  
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                          b) Figure 16: Top Mgt Awareness of cloud service benefits 

The other most important point of consideration under the organizational factors is security 

concern that leads to loss of valuable and sensitive information in the cloud computing 

area. Security is always a critical factor in web-based information transfer (transaction). 

The result shows the same concern of security and data loss as shown in the figure below. 
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                               Figure 17 Security concern and data loss in cloud computing 

Zi- Result Discussion: The result shows that in both cases the impact of an innovative idea 

to the development of the digital world, and decision from experts before apply ideas has 

a positive impact. As shown in figure a, and b respectively.  

 

   a)    Figure 18: High impact of innovative idea for rapid development of IT organizations 

 

                     b) Figure 19: Decision making for adopting the innovative idea and its impact 
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           4.2. General Discussion of Analysis Results 

Generally, the results have two implications, one is a positive implication and the other is 

the negative implication. 

A) Positive implication is positive questions that with positive 

responses and negative questions with a negative response. Positive 

and negative responses are both respectively.  

B) The negative implication of the result is positive questions with a 

negative response and negative questions with a positive response. 

 The highly negative implication has a high impact on the adoption of cloud computing 

framework and it is one of the questions, which is identifying challenges that become a 

bottleneck for adaptation of cloud computing framework and select challenges with high 

priority, where high priority is of negative impacts. As an analysis, the result shows 

Governmental policy, Information Technology infrastructures Competitors from IT 

organization and Security concerns, and data or information loss are respectively with 

high relative priority. Moreover, the frameworks that going to developed depends on these 

two points 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Framework Development 

 4.1. Proposed High-Level Framework 

As indicated in the analysis results of the simulation, there are many challenges for cloud 

computing service framework adaption. These high priority challenges have two 

dimensions, which is the determination of positive and negative impacts. The assessment 

of these challenges is used as part of the input to the development of the framework. By 

considering those challenges and other factors, the following framework is proposed to 

balance the cause and effects.  

The framework aimed that, it is necessary if the data center exists locally or to be found 

neighbors as possible to decrease service request and response time. The framework is not 

domain specific, because most of domain specific framework are for specific organizations, 

which considers that organization requirements in general. The aim of this framework is to 

develop the framework that can be simple customized to specific organization and 

companies, and so why it called general cloud computing service framework. 

Generally, the framework is not to handle the factors fully, however, to show the direction 

to some extent. 
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                                             Figure 20: Proposed cloud Service Adaptation Framework 

            4.1.2. Framework Description 

The proposed framework is intended to overcome the challenges that either customers or 

providers face while they attempting to adopt cloud services. Therefore, the framework 

components and their interconnection are to facilitate the flow of service in the cloud 

platform without compromising cloud standard and regulation align with (SLA) Service 

Level Agreement. Detail description of each component are as follow:- 

     Local Customer: - local customers or users are from local consideration, in these study 

context users from Ethiopia who want cloud service. They seek (request) for cloud services 

from service providers, to get responses for what they claim, there are preconditions that 

should be fulfilled before request responds from service providers/vendors. The first one 
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is checking eligibility of users; it means that whether the user who claims for service has 

usage privilege, like service credits and user service accounts. 

 The second is checking conditions such as, Service Level Agreements that agreed up on 

behalf of vendors and users, cloud service standards, local services standards, local service 

policy alignment with cloud service policy, etc...  

     Cloud Service Provision: - the term service provision or provisioning is including the 

process that service providers preparing all services and equipping them to make it ready 

for customer utilization. Cloud service provision entailed the concept of “everything-as-a-

service”. Virtualized resources, infrastructure, and applications, supplied by service 

provisioning in the cloud [45]. Cloud service provisioning is a manner of providing 

customers access to resources to complete the desired tasks required by the customer. 

These services are under the category of cloud services such as Software as a Service 

(SaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) and Platform as a Service (PaaS). Always there 

many providers or provisioning, and the advantages those customers get from these as they 

compute for providing good services, users able to compare the level and select the best 

according to their preference of demand.  

 They should comply with appropriate policies and some predictions in case of service off 

time compensation when the assurance of service policies is considered from both 

providers and local policy regulators. 

       Cloud Services Module (Package):- in the time that called, everything is as a service, 

everyone is moving to Cloud computing either to provide cloud service or to consume 

cloud services. These services provided as modules or packages, so these packages 

interconnected with Information Technology facilities in order to make these services 

available everywhere over the internet.  

All services either SaaS, PaaS or IaaS are accessible through internet connection depending 

on customer or user demand of selected services among pooled service. 

     Service providers (Vendors):- Service providers are organizations, company or groups 

of peoples that prepare and equip cloud service-to-service consumers called users or 
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customers. Services categorized under different categories. According to this proposed 

framework vendors and customer’s agreement, that is part of LSA (Service level 

Agreement) includes not only services and service users, it also considers issues like 

geographical boundaries, (i.e. cross border issue, service off time issue, etc..) where it is 

facilitated by MinT and Service providers (for implementing across border) .  

     Ethiopian ICT policy: - the role of the Ethiopian ICT policy is to facilitate service 

migration between customers and service providers and is governed by the Minister of 

Science and Innovation. One of Ethiopian ICT policy and strategy is to promote the use of 

ICT for modernizing the civil and public services to enhance its efficiency and 

effectiveness for service delivery [55] and its implementation principle says, “Expansion 

of ICT, other infrastructures and services in Ethiopia shall reinforce the principles of 

universal access and equitable distribution of ICT”.  

However, there is no clear point how to implement with international context especially 

service migration and securing customers sensitive information, when the interview is 

conducted with higher officials from ICT centers there is another document that is on 

preparation, which will handle the issue of ensuring service migration facilities with cloud 

service standard and compliance. 

     Local Services: - The local cloud service is the same with cloud service from the 

provider’s side; the aim of this framework is to shows as cloud service is constant and the 

same over worldwide and accessible through the internet. This local service is provided 

and controlled by the Ethiopian Minister of Innovation and Technology (MinT).  

     Cloud Service Standard: - Cloud service standard is concerned with cloud services 

provided by cloud vendors. Service Level Agreement (SLA) that deal between two parties 

(i.e. customers and providers) by considering different issues such as cross border 

issue(integration of local policy to international policy), service downtime, service 

location, types of data (public and private/ sensitive), security requirements and others 

contained together determines cloud service standards. 

     Service Billing: - Service billing is the process of paying for service consumed, by using 

different payment mechanism. Service billing incorporates cloud standards and compliance 
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within local digital policy and different proclamation. However, the cloud computing 

service billing is difficult to implement in Ethiopia, because of different factors mentioned 

in analysis results majors. 

    4.2. System Implementation Design  

System implementation is the integration of system hardware and software. From the study 

point of view, the pre-implementation concepts or preliminary described as below by using 

flowchart and algorithm, which depicts a sequence of activities and flow of events at the 

implementation level (indicates service migration). More the system implementation is 

described by the system implementation level or by detail level diagram in the next portion 

of the documents. 

         4.2.1. Flowchart Description 

The following flowchart is the system implementation description, which used to show 

sample user interaction with services. The algorithm shows a high-level sequence of 

services from customers to service providers and some mechanisms that check whether the 

user or customers are eligible for requesting services as per service level. It shows that the 

adaptation process passes through different steps from service request to service 

consumption.  However, it does not show full implementation of the system (framework). 
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                                  Figure 21: System implementation Flowchart       

        4.2.2 Sample Algorithm (Sample System Pseudo Code) 

At the system design level, one part is the level description of system interaction and flow 

of events (information).  This system components interaction is described as an algorithm 

or pseudo code. The following sample algorithm describes the interaction at high-level 

concepts  

   1. Service_Request (n, sp){ 

    2.     If(user_previledge==true) 

    3.         then insert user credit card; 

     4.         else 

    5.       if(user_previledge==false) 

   6.  request for service_account; 

     7. if(account_request==acquired) 

     8.      prepare valid user name and password;; 
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     9.       validate user name and password; 

    10.      if(validation==success) 

     11.    User_account=created; 

     12.        else if(validation==wrong) 

     13.                go to statement 8; 

     14.    if(user_account==created && credit card==acquired) 

     15.              go to statement 3; 

     16.     if(credit card==valid) 

    17.          insert( user name && password); 

    18.   for(service 1, n,  sp){ 

    19.         select(service n,     n-1,  n-n, or (@service provider)); 

    20. if(service seletion==true) 

   21.      request for service bill(1         n) 

    22.      is bill service active? 

   23.   if(bill service ==active) 

   24.   Payment=convert to equivalent local ret (* by exchange rate); 

   25.           Service=receipt; 

   26.        close service statement; 

    27             confirm close; 

    28.           End 

   29 .       } 

       

 4.3. System Detail Components   

The system implementation level is used to describe or to show the integration of the 

system from the front end to the back end. It also to depict how services are flows from 

one unit to the other unit and the point where the service control should occur.  
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                               Figure 22 System Implementation Level Design  

 4.3.1. Component Description  

Customer Side (Front Side):- user side indicates users and the environment in which the 

user can access the services. The components included are the user (human), electronic 

devices (mobile phone, Desktop computer, and Laptop computer) through which the users 

can access the services. The connection server is the local server that provides connection 

service to the user.  

Vendor (Providers): providers are organization, individuals or group of people’s those 

provides cloud services to customers. Components included in this part are; 

 File Server - is the storage of service (the location where the service is found). 
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 Web server:- is the server that facilitates internet connection  

 Access Control: - is used to control service access according to cloud service 

policy, that included in service level agreement and related policy. 

 HYP (Hypervisor): its control unit for virtual machines. One of the best 

characteristics of cloud computing is providing virtual machines for service 

storage purposes instead of a real machine. In this case, the hypervisor manages 

three virtual machines used for service storage. 

Service Distributor: service distributor is ethio-telecom, currently, which is a single 

service provider and service controller unit. In this framework, the role of ethio-telecom is 

only distributing service to cloud service providers according to their agreement. Two 

components included in this unit are; 

 Web server: - is a server used to provide connection service. 

 Service Directory:- is the service location that has the capacity to hold a huge 

amount of data. Locally, there is an interconnection between two servers for online 

service management. 

Service Monitoring Unit: - this mandate was given to the Minister of innovation and 

Technology; previously it was an ethio-telecom mandate. Its role is to prepare policy and 

regulation, the policies and regulations implemented by ethio-telecom. MinT checks and 

audits the implementation of policy and regulation as stated in the proclamation. 

Payment Order: - is a unit that facilitates the payment process for consumed services. The 

payment process is for both customers and providers. Customer pays for services he/she 

consumed by using either of service visa card, mobile phone or from a bank account. The 

other is service providers pay for service distributer by using the same process mentioned 

above. 

Note: all arrows used to indicate the direction of service flow and dotted arrow to show the 

interconnection or interaction of components internally. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Implementation 

      5.1. Framework Implementation  

Implementation is a process of converting given design to functional by using any related 

programming languages. Framework implementation processes to evaluate the proposed 

framework accordingly toward design requirements included in the framework. The 

implementation performed is to show either simulation or sample code to some extent in 

order to check whether the implementation conformed to the requirements of the 

framework. This implementation is simple to show how some steps that user pass through 

in order to access the services. The following interface is to show the first gateway to the 

cloud services, from the user (customer) side. It is the home page (service home page), 

which contains different cloud service providers that directly linked to their service home 

pages. It also contains the login and register button on the top right corner. 

 

As shown in the above user interface, there are two possibilities when a user enters into 

service home page. 
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The first option is that if the user has a user account before, he/she simply selects log into 

button and log in using user name and password, then follow the next step. 

If the user has no user account previously, he/she should register for service, by selecting 

a register button, detail of this described in later with interfaces. 

The second possibility or option is that the service home page has an external link to other 

worldwide cloud service providers; this can be performed before log into for services. The 

following interface shows in the code where it linked to external service providers. 

 

                       Figure 23: Cloud Service Home page interface 

            Login and Registration  

Login button: for customer or user that has already user account. 

Register button: to register new customers  

Registration page: Registration page is used to register new customers or new users, it 

appears when clicked on the register button from the home page located at the top corner 

of the right-hand side. It contains user name, e-mail address, password and password 

verification. When clicked on the register button under the fields, it directly submits the 

attributes to the local database. The registration page and its sample code that shows the 

validation process of the user name are shown below. 
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                                                    Figure 24: Customer Registration Page 

Login Page: login is used to register customers or users that are already registered for 

cloud service, and the page appears after the login button on the home page is clicked on. 

The user logged in to his/her account by using an e-mail address as a user name, and 

password. The following interface shows a login page for customers. 

 

                                             Figure 25: Customer Login Page 

Service Category Page: The service category page is the page that appears after customers 

log in to his/her account for service consumption. It displayed with some list of services 

and the name of the user that logged in, it showed on the top corner of the right side. The 

following interface used to show a sample of service packages with sample code.  
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The above sample code shows the code used to create the service package and when it 

linked to payment process interfaces 

 

                                                     Figure 26: List of Services 

Payment page: payment page is used for billing service that consumed by the customer, 

in this case, the service category page is linked to international payment service, which is 

called PayPal, it again requires customers to register if they have already user account else 
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they should register before claim to service. The following page shows a payment page. 

The aim of this page is to show that, if any payment mechanism is available in local, it 

works in the same manner. 

 

                                                                            Figure 27: Service Payment page 

Generally, this is not a full implementation of the framework; the main purpose is to show 

the direction in which the framework can be implemented effectively.  

     5.2. Framework Evaluation 

 The objective of this evaluation is to check whether a developed framework meets the 

requirement it developed for or not. To do so two types of test conducted  

    (i). Acceptance Testing (Evaluation)  

    (ii).Performance Evaluation (Testing) 

           5.3.1. Acceptance Evaluation 

 The aim of undertaking acceptance testing is to make sure that the framework is acceptable 

and usable by targeted users. Evaluators are selected from the three-domain area to perform 
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an evaluation. An evaluation performed by responding to a series of questions.  The experts 

selected for evaluation are from the following area of related professions  

 Professions from ICT centers  

 Business peoples invest their business in the Information Technology area. 

 From academician, those have scientific knowledge on the area 

Evaluators assess the framework using the following standards (refer to Appendix C for 

detail). 

 Used  components reflects, real cloud  components 

 The attractiveness of the framework (organization of the units) 

 Local factor consideration  

 The accuracy of the framework to solve the service access problem 

 The ability of the framework to make the right conclusion and for future 

recommendation  

  Importance of the framework to implement in domain area(local context)  

           5.3.2. Performance Evaluation (Testing)  

The performance of the proposed framework is evaluated by using a cloud computing 

simulation tool kit. The simulation toolkit used for this evaluation is the Cloud Analyst. 

Service Broker policy and Load Balancing policy across data centers are the algorithm 

used to evaluate the performance of the framework. From the Service Brokery Policy 

algorithm, Nearest Data Center Selection Algorithm, and Dynamical Reconfiguration 

selected for simulating the result.  

             Service Broker Policy  

 Nearest DC Selection 

 Dynamical Reconfiguration 

The following sample pseudo-code is used for the Nearest Data Canter selection algorithm  

    Algorithm: (Data Center Selection)  

Input: Region number  

Output: Destination DC name  

Function: getNearestDataCenter(region)  

regional List ← regionalDataCenterIndex.get(region)  

if regionaList is not NULL then  
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ListSize ← regionalList.size ();  

if listsize == 1 then  

DC Name ← regionalList.get (0)  

else  

Assign the weight to the entire data center  

dataCenterID ← proportionalDCSelection(listSize)  

DCName ← regionalList.get(datacenter);  

return DcName 

In the following table, the assumption for performance evaluation is described, depending 

on this assumption condtion, the evaluation performed by simulation tool.  

                  Table 10. Condition for evaluation assumption 

S.no Parameter Value used 

1 No. of Regions   Two regions  

2 Request per user/hour  1000 

3 Peak Hours (start -end)  8:00 to 6:00 

4 User Base (UB) Use different User Base 

5 Data Center (DC) used  Depending on no. of regions  

6 DC-Storage per machine   80000MB 

7 Avg peak users (peak- off) 40000 -4000 

8 VM Bandwidths 2000bps 

9 VM Memory 1024MB 

10 Bandwidths (BW)  5000bps 

11 DC- no. of  VM Equally given to each  

12 DC- Processor Speed 1000MIPS 

13 User grouping factor 1000 

14 Request grouping factor 100 

15 Data size per request 100 

16 DC- Selection Policy  Nearest and Dynamical  

17 Executable Instruction length  500 

18 DC-available  Given to each data center. 

 

The assumption of the analysis is just to compare two algorithms (Nearest Data Center 

selection and Dynamic reconfiguration) algorithms, which used to analyze the performance 

of the data center from User Base by response time.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

Result and Discussion 

       6.1. Results 

          6.1.1 User Acceptance Testing Results 
 As mentioned in the user acceptance criteria in the previous chapter, data collected from 

different experts in the domain area for user acceptance evaluation. The results of the 

collected data are summarized as shown in the following table. 

                              Table 11. Result of Collected data for user acceptance 
No  

 Evaluation Criteria  
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1 Used components reflects real cloud 

components 

0 0 6 9 5 3.95 

2 Attractiveness of the frame work 

(organization of components) 

0 0 8 7 5 3.85 

3 Local factors consideration  0 0 0 12 8 4.4 

4 The accuracy of the framework to solve 

intended problem  

0 0 7 8 5 3.9 

5 The ability of the framework to make the 

right conclusion and future 

recommendation 

0 0 6 9 5 3.95 

6 The importance of the framework to adopt 

in domain area. 

0 0 2 12 6 4.2 

  Total Average 4.04 

Now depending on the data from the above table, the responses from experts converted to 

percent representation format. 

                             Table 12. Percent Representation Of User acceptance Test 

No  

 Evaluation Criteria  
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1 Used components reflects real cloud 

components 

0 0 30% 45% 25% 79% 

2 Attractiveness of the frame work  0 0 40% 35% 25% 77% 

3 Local factors consideration  0 0 0 60% 40% 88% 

4 The accuracy of the framework to solve 

intended problem  

0 0 35% 40% 25% 78% 
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5 The ability of the framework to make right 

conclusion and future recommendation 

0 0 30% 45% 25% 79% 

6 The importance of the framework to adopt 

in domain area. 

0 0 10% 55% 35% 84% 

  Total Average 80.8% 

      

  6.1.2 Performance Testing   Results 

The following sample results show the comparison of two-performance analysis to select 

the data center depending on algorithm characteristics. The first result showed below is for 

the dynamic reconfiguration algorithm. 

 

Figure 28. Average Response time for Dynamical Reconfiguration Algorithm 

 

Figure 29.Responce time of  each user base for Dynamical Reconfiguration Algorithm 

 

Figure 30. Data Center Response time for Dynamical Reconfiguration Algorithm 
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                               Figure 31. Simulation Results for Dynamical Reconfiguration 

  

The second result shown below is for Nearest Data Center Selection algorithm. 

 

 

Figure 32. Average Response time for Nearest Data Center Selection Algorithm 

 

 

Figure 33.Response time for each user base (Nearest Selection)           

 

Figure 34. Data Center Request Service Time (Nearest Selection) 
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                   Figure 35. Simulation Results of Nearest Data Center Selection Algorithm                         

6.2. Discussion  

      6.2.1. Discussion for User acceptance Results 

As we can see from the above table for the user acceptance test, 30% of the evaluators 

replied good, 45% very good, and 25% replied excellent each for the Reflection  

components with respect  real cloud components . Its average is about 79%. For the 

local factor consideration, 45% of respondents replied very good, 30% replied good and, 

25% Excellent for it. With regard to the Importance of the framework to adapt in the 

domain area, 55% of evaluators replied very good, 35% excellent and 10% good. 

Concerning the accuracy framework to solve the intended problem, 35% good, 45% 

very good and 25% evaluators replied excellent. The attractiveness of the framework 

(components organization) 40% good, 35% very good and 25% replied excellent.  For 

of ability of the framework to make the right conclusion and future recommendation, 

30% good, 45% very good,  and 25% excellent. 

Generally, according to evaluations filled by the experts of the domain area, overall user 

acceptance of the framework is 80.8%. In addition, there is much consideration that 

suggested by the respondents and that included later in future work of the final documents 

             6.2.2. Discussion for Performance  

As we can see from the above results of performance testing, two algorithms use the same 

requirements and produce different outputs. 
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       Dynamical Reconfiguration Algorithm  

In the results of this simulation, average response time and average data center processing, 

time is very high (217.47ms and 144.44ms). The user base2 (UB4) from the selected region 

is with the lowest average response time which is 64.635ms, and user base2 (UB2) with 

the high average response time, which is 268.296ms. 

The data center1 (DC1) with 66.068ms which is the data center with the smallest average 

service requesting time. From selected data centers, data center2 (DC2) is with high 

average service requesting time, which is 245.819ms. 

                           Nearest Data Center Selection 

As shown in the above simulation results, the overall average response time of the user 

base and data centers are 54.11ms and 1.81ms respectively. Among user bases, user base4 

(UB4) is with the lowest average response time which is 50.709ms and among data centers, 

DC4 is with the lowest average requesting service response time that is 1.659ms.  

By comparing two algorithms, there is a big difference between their output, by accepting 

the same input or requirements. The dynamical reconfiguration algorithm, require a high 

average of response time from the user assigned user base. It indicates that the user request 

to the assigned data center takes a long time to gate response. In the same way, from the 

data center, the average time taken by the data center to respond to requesting service is 

very high as shown above. 

The response time for the Nearest Data Center selection algorithm is very low when 

compared with that of the Dynamical Reconfiguration algorithm as described above for 

each. Therefore, the Nearest Data Selection is better than dynamically reconfiguration 

algorithm, in terms of response time, in order to provide service on time to users. 

 Generally, the aim of this simulation analysis is to show that accessing service from the 

nearest service providers is the best alternative to any user. Therefore developing a cloud 

computing service framework to users as getting services from their nearest area. The 

purpose of this study is to ensure this by developing framework that facilitate the cloud 

computing service framework.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

Conclusion and Recommendation 

    7.1. Conclusion  
Successfully Adapting cloud computing services Framework has many advantages for all 

cloud-computing environments. The adaptation facilitates smooth service migration 

between providers and consumers according to cloud computing service Standard and 

regulations. The so-called most influential challenges posed by the nature of cloud 

computing as organizations try to adopt it. 

The objective of the research was to identify the key influence factors for adapting a cloud-

computing Service Framework in Ethiopia. There are twelve general key factors used for 

this analysis purpose. The factors organized under four main contexts, which are- 

 Technological Context, 

 Organizational Context,  

 Environmental Context 

 Innovation Context  

The study integrates the TOE (Technological-Organizational-Environmental) framework 

and DOI (Diffusion Of innovation) model theory for data collection and analysis purposes. 

One very important part or lesson in conducting this research is the literature review 

process to dig out and organizes the key challenges according to their relatedness. The 

study where conducted only on a number of factors and neglect other less influential 

factors, which may affect intention use of cloud services, because of the limit wideness 

scope of the study. Neglecting some influential factors is considering their level of impact 

as negative or positive and ignoring the less impact either negative or positive. 

The adapted methodology is very important to accomplish the research in the research 

process. By combining different research methods, such as interviews, questionnaires, and 

observation, it provided a clearer picture of the problem and answered the research 

questions. It helps the researcher to understand the problem in an extensive way, increase 

the confidence and accuracy of the findings from targeted respondents. The results of the 
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research finding indicate that among the factors, Environmental factors are highly negative 

influential factors, where others are averagely positive influential factors.  

The resulting framework directs and facilitates the way of collaborating local policy and 

security mechanisms with international, to smoothly service migration between vendors 

and customers. It shows that local service provider and service controller are different parts, 

as collaborate to accomplish their task accordingly.  

This provides an enhanced degree of simplicity for the management and delivery of 

services in the cloud computing service area. The other important point is that the 

development of this framework ensures that, local service delivered to the user in a short 

period. Because as the number of users decreases, service time request and response also 

decreased. 

        7.1.1. Research Contribution  

The measure of research contribution is concerned with the significance of the research for 

societies in general or particular aspects. The first contribution of this research is by 

identifying the most challenging factors for adopting cloud-computing service locally and 

suggesting the way to minimize these challenges. As the finding result indicates, the 

environmental factors are the high priority challenges, especially 

 Governmental policy and proclamation toward digital technology 

 Local infrastructures that facilitate the adaptation processes (Internet broadband, 

Electricity power) 

 Competitors (competition for providing service to customers )  

The proposed framework facilitates the flow of service (service migration). It suggests the 

concerned body, to facilitate the precondition, in order to fully implementing the proposed 

framework. It reduces the time required to consume service from worldwide and increases 

the performance of the service provider’s data centers. 

Finally, the real contribution of this research is feasible, when the preconditions suggested 

in the recommendation, is fulfilled because this precondition has an impact to test the 

reality of the framework. 
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7.2 Recommendation and Future work 

       7.2.1. Recommendation  

There are still many issues in cloud computing regarding cloud service and service 

framework as a worldwide perspective. However, the issue is critical when we localized it; 

the results of this study provide many points of suggestion for further research investigation 

and consideration from governmental and other concerned bodies in cloud computing 

service framework adaptation for service migration. The following points are suggestions 

and recommendations. 

 The Top Management should support the implementation of a cloud computing 

service framework being committed either professionally or politically because of 

its advantages and benefits for not only individuals and groups, more contribution 

is for national economic development. 

 Governmental policy is the worst challenge to adapt a cloud service framework 

besides infrastructure, security, and the number of competitors, so MinT should 

make a revision on the Ethiopian ICT policy by collaborating with all concerned 

bodies to facilitate cloud service migration (service movement). 

 Competitors are more challenges in the development of the Information 

Technology service era, so to move with the current digital world, competitors play 

a vital role, in order to provide quality of service, where customers have a lot of 

choice according to their demand. For this reason, the policy should allow more IT 

organizations to compete for cloud service. 

 The most powerful negative factor is Information Technology and other related 

infrastructure, such as internet service, electricity power.  These factors require 

sophisticated mechanisms as long term and short plan to handle the challenges 

because, even if fast internet broadband is provided, if power has fluctuated, it is 

difficult again to maintain service migration. These factors are critical and cannot 

be implemented through simulation or coding, instead it corporate with plan and 

country economic level to handle it.  
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         7.2.2 Future Work 
Research is not a one-time finding that ended within a specific place or a portion; instead, 

it is continuing process improvements. It always to minimize the gap between what 

previously done and currently observable state of the past, to predict the future. In the 

finding of one-step, it rises with questions that need further investigation. The proposed 

framework should be implemented especially in the business areas that require e-

transactions. 

Based on the significant result of the study, the following suggestion could be made for 

further investigation.  Although the results of this study are promising, further work needs 

to be done in order to realize the proposed framework to the Ethiopian local service context. 

The following points are suggested, as they need further investigation for future work.  

 The proposed framework is a general framework that can be simply customized to 

specific organizations, so it requires future researchers to adopt for the specific 

organizations by incorporating their policy. 

 In the cloud computing service migration era, the most challenge is the security-

handling mechanism, in the framework, a general security mechanism is proposed. 

Additionally, for further investigation, adding the intelligent security mechanism to 

the framework in order to control the security of data flow. 

 Investigate and evaluate adaptation at different levels of an organization align with 

the major security issue that rises at the level of adaptation. 

 For the payment class it requires additional security mechanism and incorporates 

with customer or user bank account in order to pay for service consumed, so for 

future investigation, the researchers can add a model which handle  

 In order to ensure the performance of the framework, researchers can design the 

detail of the framework and adapt it to specific organizations. After detail, they 

should ensure the performance by apply different load balancing and performance 

analysis algorithms. 
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Appendixes 

Appendix A: Questionnaire Format and Detail   
 Dear Respondents 

Dear respondent, my name is Hadho Dalecha and I am working my MSc degree at Addis 

Ababa Science and Technology University (AASTU). The purpose of this questionnaire is 

to collect data for the study entitled “Developing Cloud Computing Service Adaptation 

Framework: the case of Ethiopia”, which is intended to investigate the challenges to adopt 

cloud computing in Ethiopia particularly at the National level, in Southern Nation, 

Nationalities and peoples, and the Oromia Regional States. Therefore, I kindly request you 

to provide the necessary information and complete the questionnaire.  

There is both an objective and a subjective type of questions. The objective questions are 

presented with alternatives, so you can put a tick mark in the provided boxes in front of the 

choice that describes your idea. Whereas, for the subjective questions, open blank spaces 

are provided so that you are kindly requested to provide your responses with your own 

words. 

NB: No need for writing your name anywhere in this questionnaire.  

Confidentially: I will like to assure you that all the information you provide to the question 

will be used purely for academic purposes only, handled with the highest order of 

confidentiality, and thus does not affect you in any case. 

   Hadho Dalecha 

Addis Ababa Science and Technology University (AASTU) 

Thank you, in advance for your cooperation and timely response. 

Best regards 

I. General Information 

1.1. Personal details  

1. Name of your center (Optional) 

______________________________________________ 

2. What is your role in the organization?  

3. _________________________________________ 
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4. Age: 20-30  31-40  41-50  above 51 

5. Sex: Male  Female      

6. Educational level:  

 Diploma  BSc Degree  MSc Degree  PhD 

1.2. Types of organization and Activities   

1. Does your organization implement the concept of woredaNet? 

               Yes                       No 

2. How long have your organization implemented WoredaNet services? 

0 Years.   1>2 years.  3>5 years.    >5 

3. How long have you been working in the organization? 

0 Years.   up to 2 years.  2>5 years.    >5 

4. What type of information transfer medium do you use to transfer reports generated 

through the organization structure to the lowest level? (Select all that applies) 

Through the networked implementation of the system  

Using compact disk (CD) or DVD 

Using flash drive  

Using email 

Traditional or printout paper based 

Other________________________________ 

II. Subjective Information 

No                                                                              Technological Context 

 

   Complexity 
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree Neither 

Disagr

ee 

Strongly 

Disagre

e 

1   
Currently, available Technology is complex to 

adopt cloud services in Ethiopia 
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2  
It is difficult to adapt services according to cloud 

standards and regulations in Ethiopia 

     

3  
It is difficult to integrate worldwide cloud 

services with local services (in Ethiopia) 

     

4  
Technology that developed countries used is 

beyond our knowledge 

     

    Compatibility 
     

5  

Technology is compatible to adopt cloud-

computing services according to international 

regulation. 

     

6  

The implementation of the service provides a 

system is/will be incompatible with existing 

software applications and database systems in 

Ethiopia.  

     

7  
Adoption of cloud service application is 

incompatible with existing operating practices 

     

 
Adequate profession 

     

8  

Professions are not capable to  implement cloud 

computing adoption according to standard  and  

regulation 

     

9  

The implementation of the cloud is/will be 

beyond the capability of professions that 

currently working on existing software 

applications and systems. 

     

10  

If cloud computing adoption is implemented it 

difficult to work on with is available 

professions 

     

 Organizational Context 

 
    Top management support Strongly 

Agree 

Agree Neither Disagr

ee 
Strongly 

Disagre

e  

11  
Top management enthusiastically supports the 

adoption of the cloud framework. 
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12  

The top management has allotted adequate 

resources for the adoption of the cloud-

computing framework. 

     

13  
Top management is aware of the benefits of 

adopting the cloud-computing framework. 

     

 
   Linkage (Interrelation) 

     

14  

The organization has a strong linkage from top 

to the lowest level that facilitates 

communication smoothly. 

     

15  
The organization has relations abroad that help 

to capacity building in all aspects 

     

16  

Interrelation depends strongly implemented it 

infrastructure and fulfill cloud international 

standard  

     

 
       Security 

     

17  

The implementation of cloud computing 

concepts and frameworks has a high risk of 

securing valuable users or customers' 

information. 

     

18  

As security is the concern of internet-based 

communication /information flow, the 

probability of data loss and it is prior challenges 

to implement cloud computing concepts and 

framework. 

     

19  

This high probability of security risk in cloud 

computing can be implemented fully by using 

strong security handling mechanism 

     

20  

Do not store or putting valuable(sensitive) data 

on the cloud should be a solution to minimize 

security risk 

     

 Environmental Context  

 
   Governmental policy 
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21  

The governmental policy has a great impact on 

the implementation of cloud computing 

concepts and framework  

     

22  

Ethiopian governmental policy toward digital 

technology facilitates the implementation of e-

technologies such as e-transaction and e-

business to worldwide markets 

     

23  

Ethiopian governmental policy needs revision to 

ward IT policy to support an international and 

national standard of e-technology 

     

 
        Infrastructure 

Strongly 

Agree 
Agree Neither 

Disagr

ee 

Strongly 

Disagre

e 

24  

The availability of IT infrastructure is a 

backbone to implement cloud computing 

framework 

     

25  

There is a high network implemented and 

structured infrastructure to the facilitation of 

interconnections of it organization and vendors 

locally and abroad. 

     

26  

Currently available  IT infrastructure in Ethiopia 

is enough to implement cloud computing and 

have the capacity to maintain cloud transaction 

load balance 

     

27  

The organization has sufficient software and 

storage resources to support cloud services 

according to standard and regulation.  

     

      Competitors      

28  

There are a lot of competitors that have a great 

contribution to the development of IT 

organizations 

     

29  

There is support from governments to initiates IT 

organizations as they become more competent 

from local to worldwide  
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30  

Competitors  can follow and has the ability to 

move with dynamical changes of IT 

Technologies  

     

 Diffusion of Innovation Context  

 
             Relative Advantages 

     

31  

The innovation of technological idea has a high 

impact on the rapid development of IT 

organization  

     

32  
Innovative ideas always have a high frequency 

of relative advantage than disadvantages.  

     

33  
Always new ideas as innovation have great 

relative advantages and  disadvantage 

     

 
                    Decision  

     

34  
The decision to accept or reject an innovative 

idea is necessary before analysis its implication  

     

35  

Decision-makers should rely on the suggestion 

or comments from expertise regarding the 

advantages and disadvantages of the idea 

     

36  

There is no problem if decision-makers decide 

by their own judgment to make a decision on 

innovative ideas 

     

       Triability and Observability      

37  

Testing of any innovative ideas before 

customizing it is very useful to the success of IT 

organization and individuals those produce IT 

products 

     

38  
The tangible result after test or experiments 

should be input for decision-makers at top levels 

     

39  

The innovative idea has always the same 

weighted value to all IT organization around one 

area  

     

 

40 Have you ever heard of the concept cloud computing? 
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_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________ 

41 What do you think are the risks, if all data your organization is outsourced worldwide 

(handled) by a third party like cloud-computing vendors? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________ 

42 How do you protect the privacy of your organization data on the system? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________ 

43 What do you think is the problem if data on cloud are leaked to the public access? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________Thank You Again for Taking Your 

Valuable Time to  

Complete the Questionnaire! 
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      Appendix B: Table of Results Analysis Tool 

               Frequency Table 

Government Policy has Impacted to implement cloud Framework 

  
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Neither 2 6.7 6.7 6.7 

Agree 17 56.7 56.7 63.3 

Strongly agree 7 23.3 23.3 86.7 

Dis agree 3 10.0 10.0 96.7 

Strongly dis 
agree 

1 3.3 3.3 100.0 

Total 30 100.0 100.0  

 

Eth government policy needs revision toward e-Technology 

  Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Neither 6 20.0 20.0 20.0 

Agree 6 20.0 20.0 40.0 

Strongly agree 13 43.3 43.3 83.3 

Dis agree 5 16.7 16.7 100.0 

Total 30 100.0 100.0  

 

IT infrastructure is backbone to Cloud Framework implementation 

  Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Neither 3 10.0 10.0 10.0 

Agree 12 40.0 40.0 50.0 

Strongly agree 12 40.0 40.0 90.0 

Dis agree 3 10.0 10.0 100.0 

Total 30 100.0 100.0  
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There is enough IT infrastructure to implement Cloud Framework 

  Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Neither 6 20.0 20.0 20.0 

Agree 7 23.3 23.3 43.3 

Dis agree 16 53.3 53.3 96.7 

Strongly dis agree 1 3.3 3.3 100.0 

Total 30 100.0 100.0  

 

                     There are a lot of IT competitors for Cloud Services 

  Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Neither 2 6.7 6.7 6.7 

Agree 10 33.3 33.3 40.0 

Strongly agree 1 3.3 3.3 43.3 

Dis agree 15 50.0 50.0 93.3 

Storngly dis agree 2 6.7 6.7 100.0 

Total 30 100.0 100.0  

 

Support from Government to initiates IT Organizations 

  

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Neither 2 6.7 6.7 6.7 

Agree 11 36.7 36.7 43.3 

Dis agree 13 43.3 43.3 86.7 

Strongly dis agree 4 13.3 13.3 100.0 

Total 30 100.0 100.0  

 

Top Mgt Aware of Benefit of Adopting Cloud Service 

  Frequency Percent Valid Percent       Cumulative Percent 

Valid Neither 2 6.7 6.7 6.7 

Agree 12 40.0 40.0 46.7 

Dis agree 12 40.0 40.0 86.7 

Strongly dis agree 4 13.3 13.3 100.0 

Total 30 100.0 100.0  
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Appendix C: User acceptance Testing questionnaire 

Dear Evaluator,  

This evaluation form is prepared by aiming to measure at what extent does the framework 

is useable and acceptable by customers and providers in the areas of cloud service. 

Therefore, you are kindly requested to evaluate the system by labeling (√) symbol on the 

space provided for the corresponding attributes values for each criterion of evaluation. I 

would like to appreciate your collaboration in providing the information.  

Note: - the values for all attributes in the table are related as excellent=5, Very good=4, 

Good=3, Fair=2, and Poor=1. 

No  

 Evaluation Criteria  

P
o
o
r 

 

F
a
ir

  

G
o
o
d

 

V
.G

o
o
d

 

E
x
ce

ll
en

t A
v
er

a
g
e
 

1 The simplicity of Framework 

Component and interaction 

      

2 The attractiveness of the framework        

3 Local factors consideration        

4 The accuracy of the framework to solve 

the intended problem  

      

5 The ability of the framework to make 

the right conclusion and future 

recommendation 

      

6 The importance of the framework to 

adopt in domain area. 

      

 

II. Dear evaluator, if there is any point of improvement; put your constructive comment 

and, suggestion. 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

_________ 

Thank You for Taking Your Valuable Time to  

                              Complete this evaluation! 


